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Sammanfattning:
I diskussionen om klimatförändringar finns det en enighet om vikten av stöd från finansbranschen
när det gäller förändringar mot ett mer hållbart samhälle. Investeringar i samhället som stöder en
övergång till en koldioxidsnål ekonomi väntar dock fortfarande på att slå igenom. Denna uppsats
har som syfte att förstå en möjlig hållbarhetsövergång till en koldioxidsnål ekonomi inom den
svenska finansbranschen. För att förstå en möjlig förändring har denna undersökning granskat
finansbranschens dynamik utifrån en svensk medlemsägd banks perspektiv. Då denna uppsats
strävar efter att utforska en grundläggande och omfattande förändring, så har det teoretiska
ramverket för socio-teknisk övergång och multi-nivåperspektivet används. Detta bidrar till en
omfattande kartläggning av finansbranschen samt en bättre förståelse för dynamiken i social
förändring och innovation, så som en övergång till en mer koldioxidsnål ekonomi.
För att få fördjupad kunskap inom ämnet så har en case-studie utförts. Både kvalitativa och
kvantitativa data har samlats in genom halvstrukturerade intervjuer och data från case-företagets
kunddatabas. Koldioxidavtrycket i case-företagets utlåningsportfölj beräknades och analyserades
genom en känslighetsanalys. Detta gjordes i syfte att få djupare insikter om hur åtgärder från en
bank skulle kunna bidra till en koldioxidsnål ekonomi. De empiriska resultaten i denna studie visade
att en bank har förmågan och kraften att bidra till ett lägre koldioxidavtryck i en byråkratisk och
stabil regim som finansindustrin. Detta ansvar kan dock vara svårt att lägga på en enskild aktör.
Eftersom finansbranschen idag har investeringar i koldioxidtunga aktiviteter måste
tillvägagångssättet vara långsiktigt. De åtgärder som kan möjliggöra en hållbar övergång inom
finansbranschen verkar vara en samling av många olika övergångsbanor. Genom att ha fortsatt
tryck från landskaps-nivån och en fortsatt utveckling av nisch-innovationer verkar en långsiktig
hållbarhetsövergång tänkbar. Genom en enad kraft, samarbete mellan etablerade aktörer och ökad
utveckling av nya finansiella produkter med låg koldioxidutsläpp, verkar en förändring möjlig. Med
tålamod och en attitydförändring kan finansindustrin se en hållbarhetsövergång i horisonten.
Nyckelord: Hållbarhetsövergång, multi-nivåperspektiv, socio-teknisk övergång, finansbranschen, gröna banker,
koldioxidsnål ekonomi, grön tillväxt, koldioxidintensiva låsningar
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Abstract:
In the climate change discussion, there is a broad consensus about the importance of support from
the financial industry when it comes to supporting changes towards a more sustainable society.
However, investments in the society supporting a transition towards a low-carbon economy are
still waiting to become unlocked. This thesis aims to provide an understanding of a possible
sustainability transition towards a low-carbon economy within the Swedish financial industry. To
fully understand a possible change, this study has investigated the dynamics of the financial industry
from the perspective of a member-owned bank in Sweden. Hence this study seeks to explore a
fundamental and comprehensive change, the theoretical framework of socio-technical transition
and the multi-level perspective is used. This contributes to a vast mapping of the financial industry
and a better understanding of the dynamics of social change and innovation, such as a low-carbon
economy transition.
To gain in-depth knowledge, a case study was performed. Both qualitative and quantitative data
was collected through semi-structured interviews and data from the case company’s customer
database. The carbon footprint of the case company bank’s loan portfolio was calculated and
analysed through a sensitivity analysis. This was done in the aim to gain deeper insights about how
actions from a bank could contribute to a low-carbon economy. The empirical findings in this
thesis showed that a bank does have the ability and power to contribute to a lower carbon footprint
in a bureaucratic and stable regime as the financial industry. However, this responsibility could be
hard to put at a single actor. As the financial industry has a strong carbon lock-in, the approach
has to be long-term. The actions that could enable a sustainability transition within the financial
industry seems to be a collection of many different transition pathways. By remaining the landscape
pressure and the development of niche innovations, a long-term sustainability transition seems
imaginable. By collecting the forces of regulatory work along with collaboration among incumbent
actors and increasing development of new low-carbon financial products, there is positive
movement. With patience and an attitude change, the financial industry can see a sustainability
transition in the horizon.
Key-words: Sustainability transition, multi-level perspective, socio-technical transition, the financial industry,
green banking, low-carbon economy, green growth, carbon lock-in
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1. Introduction
This chapter introduces the reader to the topic of the thesis. It gives a background of the research area investigated in
this thesis and states its importance. Some key concepts are presented, as well as the case study selection. This is
followed by problem statement, purpose and research questions. To fully introduce the reader to the thesis, the
introduction is concluded with an expected contribution, delimitations and disposition of thesis.

1.1 Background
The world is facing climate change that will have crucial effects on the earth's nature and its
existence. The IPCC report, Special Report on Global Warming of 1.5 degrees, states that global
warming of 1.5 degrees will lead to dramatic consequences for the earth's ecosystems and that
global warming of 2 degrees will be beyond safe levels (IPCC, 2018). In 2020 the Paris Agreement
starts to apply and will bind countries to work for limiting the increase in global average
temperatures to well below 2 degrees above pre-industrial levels, and ideally limiting the
temperature rise to 1.5 degrees (Swedish Government Offices, 2019a). In order to fulfil these goals,
the world has to lower the Greenhouse Gas (GHG) emissions to a large extent where every part
of the society will be affected. In the climate change discussion, there is a broad consensus about
the fact that the financial market plays an important role when it comes to supporting changes
towards a more sustainable society (Swedish Government Offices, 2019b). This was reflected in
the Paris Agreement as one commitment was stated: ‘making finance flows consistent with a
pathway towards low GHG emissions and climate-resilient development’ (UNFCCC, 2015).
As it is declared that the financial industry has a crucial impact on a green transformation, the
question remains whether the financial industry is affected by climate change or not. For a range
of financial institutions, their core business can be characterised by equity or debt, where debt
expresses itself in the form of lending of money. For almost every actor within the financial
industry level of risk, return on investment and maturity time are key aspects of their business
(Spratt et al., 2015). Furthermore, the level of risk is of great importance when considering
investments as it can generate a high amount of costs. This might lead to climate change, becoming
a more prioritised risk factor. The increased risk of climate change to financial systems can be
described as, either a physical risk or, an adaptational risk. The physical risk includes immediate
damage on capital such as droughts, floods, hurricanes and heat-waves, while the adaptational risk
is related to the financial losses that may be linked to a sudden adjustment to a less fossil-based
economy. Climate change and the financial risk that follow will, therefore, have a possible impact
on both financial stability and monetary policy for the financial industry and their actors (Swedish
National Bank, 2018).
As a reaction to climate change and its effect on financial systems, industry initiatives and debates
involving climate change and finance have become a hot topic (Swedish Bankers' Association,
a2018). Financial Stability Board (FSB) established in 2015 is an industry-led Task Force named
Task Force on Climate-related Financial Disclosures (TCFD). TCFD has developed a framework
whose aim is to give disclosure and recommendations to active participants on the financial market
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regarding climate-related information and reporting. The framework contains recommendations
touching governance, strategy and risk management related to climate change for a various number
of participants within the financial sector such as investors, lenders, and insurance providers. Even
though the climate-related risk is a central part of TCFD’s disclosure, they are also highlighting the
climate-related opportunities that the industry may experience (Financial Stability Board, 2017).
Another reaction to climate change and its effect on financial systems is the United Nation
supported initiative Principles for Responsible Investment (PRI). PRI is a tool, used internationally
for the financial market when considering sustainable investments based on the three factors:
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG). These factors are essential when measuring the
sustainability impact of an investment. PRI has the purpose of incorporating ESG issues into
investment analysis and decision-making processes where one of the key aspects is climate impact
(Swedish Government Offices, 2019b). Along with TCFD and PRI, there are lots of initiatives that
encourage a transformation towards a low-carbon economy (PwC, 2018). Despite guidelines and
governmental support that financial institutions have access to, the risk for individual actors to
make the transition is still critical (Swedish National Bank, 2018).
Investments in the society supporting a transition towards a low-carbon economy are still waiting
to become unlocked (World Bank, 2015; Global Commission on the Economy and Climate, 2014).
Big and fundamental questions, whether how and when the low-carbon economy will be unlocked
is yet to be answered. In order to fully understand all components in such a large-scale transition,
the socio-technical system perspective could be a favourable tool. The socio-technological system
approach is a literature field within Innovation Management and Technological Change. Currently,
there is limited research on sustainability transitions in finance from a socio-technical system
perspective, with some exceptions (Seyfang and Gilbert-Squires, 2019; Loorbach and Lijnis
Huffenreuter, 2013; Antal & Bergh, 2013). A well-developed framework within the field of sociotechnical systems used to understand the dynamics of social change and innovation, such as the
low-carbon economy transition, is the multi-level perspective (Geels & Schot, 2007). Sustainability
transitions and the multi-level perspective are areas within the literature that have been frequently
explored during the past two decades and where research has conducted a lot of empirical
contributions. However, the empirical contributions are still quite narrow and have mainly been
focusing on the transition in sectors such as energy, transportation and steel. This indicates that
there is a need for further empirical insights on a wider range of areas that are affected by climate
change (Markard, Raven and Truffer, 2012). Therefore, the scope of the thesis includes further
exploration of a sustainable transition within the financial industry and potential transition
pathways towards a low-carbon economy.

1.2 Case study selection
The selected case company of this thesis is Landshypotek Bank AB. Landshypotek is a Swedish
member-owned bank whose history traces back to 1836. Landshypotek is owned by approximately
39,000 loan customers and is today among the ten largest banks in Sweden. They provide savings
accounts and loans with properties as collateral and targets customers within agriculture and
forestry located in rural areas in Sweden. Landshypotek has a clear purpose of financing land and
forest and of supporting the development of the Swedish countryside. As Landshypotek has
customers within agriculture and forestry, they are constantly gaining knowledge about how climate
2

change will hit the agriculture and forestry sector. This, in order to prevent possible financial risk,
but also to be able to explore how Landshypotek together with their customers, can contribute to
a more sustainable society. This company is selected as the case company of this thesis because
business within agriculture and forestry are sectors that are especially sensitive to climate change.
This makes their interest in climate change effects prioritised, in contrast to other banks. In
addition, it makes Landshypotek to a pioneer in some areas, that is ‘leading the way for the industry’
towards a sustainability transition.

1.3 Problem statement
Climate change is a fact, and the financial industry's contribution to a more sustainable world is
key. This makes a sustainability transition towards a low-carbon economy to something that the
financial industry will have to face in some way. However, as the public debate regarding the
financial industry’s contribution to a low-carbon economy has started to intensify, actors within
the financial industry have difficulties managing this transformation. A contributing factor to this
could be that single actors within the financial industry find it difficult to map out their part in the
bigger picture of the climate issues. A bank is a key player within the financial industry and could
contribute to a sustainability transformation towards a low-carbon economy. However, a bank can
have a large and broad customer segment, and when lending money to customers, it can be hard
to trace how the money is used and what the climate effect is due to the customer's activity. These
problems could benefit analysis from a multi-level perspective, but currently, there is a lack of
academic articles addressing that perspective on a sustainability transition within the financial
industry.

1.4 Purpose and research questions
The purpose of this research is to investigate a possible sustainability transition towards a lowcarbon economy within the financial industry from a Swedish bank’s perspective. By investigating
this from a Swedish bank’s perspective, the thesis should establish a better understanding of how
the financial industry could transform and how a single actor could contribute. When aiming to
fulfil this purpose, one main research question and two sub-research questions have been
formulated:
Main RQ: What actions can enable a sustainability transition within the financial industry and unlock the
transition towards a low-carbon economy?
SRQ1: What is the carbon footprint of a bank's loan portfolio, and how can it be affected by different strategical
actions from the bank?
SRQ2: What role does a bank have in a sustainability transition within the financial industry towards a low-carbon
economy?
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1.5 Expected Contribution
Under the literature field of industrial management lies innovation and change management, where
theories within the socio-technical transition, the multi-level perspective and sustainability
transition are emerging areas (Markard, Raven and Truffer, 2012; Geels & Schot, 2007). Both the
multi-level perspective and the sustainability transition literature have gained a lot of theorybuilding research in the past two decades. In addition, they are in need of further empirical insights
on the financial sector. The multi-level perspective is relevant to a study of banking and the finance
sector. This, because the sector has a well-defined system of actors and stakeholders, where both
macro and micro perspectives can be useful tools. As the finance sector is getting more attention
around their offering to climate change and GHG emissions, the sustainability transition literature
can add knowledge about long-term, multi-dimensional, and fundamental transformation
processes approaching more sustainable conditions. This thesis expects to contribute with
empirical research and proofs-of-concept, which will extend the value of the theoretical framework
used in this thesis. This thesis also seeks to contribute with insights about a bank's part in a
sustainable transition towards a low-carbon economy and insights about possible ways this
transformation could take. Furthermore, knowledge about a bank's business activity and its actual
effect on GHG emissions will be explored by calculating the carbon footprint of a bank's loan
portfolio. That part of the thesis strives to contribute with a climate impact visualisation of a bank’s
operation and possibly bring valuable insights for future strategy work.

1.6 Delimitations
From a geographical point of view, this thesis is delimited to the financial industry in Sweden as
the targeted case company is a Swedish bank operating in Sweden. In addition to similar companies
operating in Sweden, the outcomes can be applicable for other countries in the Nordic region due
to their comparable level of societal development, climate zone and similar financial system.
However, other countries can also find this study useful as climate change is a global issue, and the
low-carbon economy debate is relevant all over the world. The thesis is also delimited to the
perspective of a bank on the financial industry, which scold be considered when analysing the
overall picture of all actors within the financial industry. Another delimitation is the time horizon
of the sensitivity analysis that is set to 2039 with the baseline year 2019. The reason for this is to
make a possible sustainability transition towards a low-carbon economy imaginable. Although
discussions about the future are highly speculative, it gives dynamic and resilience to the analysis.
Environmental sustainability incorporates a lot of different aspects due to the complexity of the
world's ecosystems, and the scope is dependent on how environmental sustainability is defined.
This research is delimited to carbon emissions and its effect on climate change, but with the
awareness of that carbon emissions are only one aspect of environmental sustainability. The reason
for this is to narrow the scope of environmental sustainability and to make it possible to measure
the climate effect of a bank's loan portfolio. Calculations on the carbon footprint of a bank's loan
portfolio are delimited to available data from the case company of the thesis. The available data
from the case company bank was collected in 2019 and incorporated the area linked to the
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properties that are collateral to the loan portfolio divided into forestry, cropland and grassland.
The data on the land area is not exact and does not accurately reflect the total loan portfolio. The
reason for this is the limitations in the available data from the case company bank. This makes it
important to not interpret the results from the calculations as an exact value, but rather as a
hypothetical case.
The loan portfolio includes loans to customers that have collateral in primary agricultural and
forestry properties that are located in rural areas in Sweden. The calculations in this thesis do only
cover emissions from activities on land area linked to the properties that are collateral to the loan
portfolio of the case company bank. It does not cover electricity use, transportation and use of
working machines. The reason for this was that these calculations demand more detailed data that
the available data in this thesis. Another reason was the limited time frame of the thesis project.
The assumptions linked to the calculations will be further stated in the method chapter section 4.

1.7 Disposition of Thesis
Chapter 2 is taking the reader through the theoretical framework used in this thesis when analysing
and discussing the empirical findings. The chapter explains concepts such as sustainability
transitions, the multi-level perspective on socio-technical transitions, transition pathways and
carbon lock-in effects. Chapter 3 will guide the reader through the literature review that was
performed in the financial industry. This chapter aims to educate the reader about the empirical
context where the object of this thesis operates in. The basics about banking and how this could
be related to climate issues will contribute to the readers understanding of the later argumentation
that will drive the study forward. Chapter 4 presents the method used in this thesis. The method
is divided into two parts, with both qualitative and quantitative data. The method choices are
motivated and explained in the aim to make the study repeatable. Chapter 5, the findings and
analysis of the study are presented. The chapter is introduced with the results from the calculations
and the sensitivity analysis. This is followed by the empirical findings from the semi-structured
interviews. These findings are analysed and presented with the support from the theoretical
framework. Chapter 6 presents answers to the research questions by discussing the findings. The
thesis is finalised with chapter 7, where the main findings, together with further research, will be
presented.
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2. Theoretical framework
This chapter presents the theoretical framework used when analysing and discussing the empirical data collected for
this research. The purpose of the theoretical framework is to clarify and structure the conclusions based on the findings.
The chapter begins by covering the literature on sustainability transitions, followed by the literature on the multi-level
perspective. Later on, literature covering transition pathways and carbon lock-in is presented. The framework
literature is selected based on the nature of the research aim and the selected research questions.

2.1 Sustainability transitions
Sustainability transitions are processes where socio-technical systems shift to more sustainable or
environmentally friendly modes of production and consumption. Sustainability transition research
has arisen from innovation and technology studies where sustainability challenges have become
inevitable due to climate change. Many sustainability challenges are related to highly pathdependent sectors and lock-in effects where a transition towards a more sustainable mode becomes
fundamental and extensive. In contrast to socio-technical transitions, sustainability transitions
differ in the fact that they are more long-term, multi-dimensional and more fundamental. They also
differ in the fact that they attach great importance to guidance and governance. This dimension of
the sustainability transition approach can be useful for policymakers as they have to guide and
support transformation processes and at the same time tackle sustainability challenges (Markard,
Raven and Truffer, 2012; Farla et al., 2012). Four approaches that have been essential when
developing the foundation and framing of sustainability transition research are strategic niche
management, the multi-level perspective, transition management and technological innovation
systems. Conceptual frameworks within these fields have created theoretical linkages and have
together developed the research area. With these concepts as a framing, sustainability transition
research has received increasing attention and has contributed with empirical, conceptual and
methodological contributions (Markard, Raven and Truffer, 2012). The variety of empirical context
in sustainability transition research can be wide due to the scope of sustainability challenges but is
still in need of further contribution. Sustainability transition research is commonly framed with a
system perspective, which incorporates a wide range of different actors, and the time-span is often
over 25 years (Farla et al., 2012).
Smith et al. (2005) argue that a sustainability transition is in need of ‘system innovations’ in order
to overcome barriers and market structures that sustainable change struggles with. Earlier
innovation and environmental studies have tended to focus on processes on firm-level where
cleaner technology is not diffusing rapidly enough. The challenge is to understand system change
on a regime-level with more sustainable practices from all members of the regime and not only to
develop greener firms. When studying sustainability transitions, it is also important to have in mind
that the vision and scope of sustainability transition vary. Actors in all sectors have different
understandings of the right balance between social, economic and environmental sustainability.
New dimensions and perspectives of environmental problems arise in the climate debate where it
can be hard to compare them against each other. Different sustainability transition pathways do
also generate advantages and disadvantages to different actors, which creates disagreements in the
debate. Sustainability transitions should, therefore, not be seen as technological changes. Instead,
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they should be seen as social learning processes (Geels, 2010). Van de Kerkhof and Wieczorek
(2005) highlights the importance of the learning process along with change towards sustainability.
They suggest that the learning process can be optimised if the participants would distance
themselves from their daily interests and concerns, and at the same time, try to feel involved in the
process towards sustainability.
Even though political processes are often long-term processes like sustainability transitions,
sustainability transition policy is still an area under development. Several scholars have tried to
encounter policy thinking into the transition concept by identifying the positive effect as well as
the limitations. A lot of the sustainability transition policy development differ in their approaches
and disciplinary backgrounds which can be problematic when aiming to develop a common fashion
that can make the sustainability transition policy research more focused (Elzen and Wieczorek,
2005). Smith et al. (2010) argue that the multi-level perspective as a framework in innovation studies
and sustainability transitions has its advantages as it is a policy-relevant theory, but not without its
challenges. They see benefits with combining the multi-level perspective with other disciplines,
such as political science. They also see challenges in un-locking regimes and suggests further
research about processes and mechanisms for accelerating the un-locking of socio-technical
regimes (Smith, Voß and Grin, 2010).

2.2 The Multi-level perspective
In research within Industrial Dynamics, two important research fields are Innovation Management
and Technological Change. In recent years the system approach has increased in these categories
of research and one approach that brings together social and technological practice is the sociotechnological system approach (Geels, 2010). Emerging from theories of innovations in sociotechnical systems is the multi-level perspective, that was originally presented by Geels in 2002
(Geels, 2002). It is a tool used to conceptualising systems and transitions and brings together
knowledge from evolutionary economics and technology studies. In previous research, this tool
has been used to analyse the socio-technological transition in sectors like energy, transportation,
water and sanitation were topics on energy sources such as solar, wind, and biomass have been
most dominant (Markard, Raven and Truffer, 2012).
The multi-level perspective understands transitions as outcomes of alignments between
developments at multiple levels. The multi-level perspective framework is using three analytical
concepts on different levels: ‘niche-innovations’, ‘socio-technical regimes’ and ‘socio-technical
landscape’. These ‘levels’ refer to heterogeneous configurations of growing stability that co-evolve
between all levels. The socio-technological transition in the multi-level perspective is defined as the
change from one socio-technical regime to another, where the transition is a result of external and
internal pressure within and between levels (Geels, 2002; Smith et al., 2005; Genus & Coles, 2008).
The ‘socio-technical regime’ is a concept derived from Nelson and Winter’s (1982) technological
regime which describes shared cognitive routines in an engineering community. The sociotechnical regime does also include a broader explanation that argues for the impact on the
transition, not only from the engineering community itself but the impact on the transition from a
broader community of social groups such as scientists, policy makers, users and special-interest
groups. ‘Niche-innovations’ refers to the micro-level within the multi-level perspective where
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radical novelties emerge from small networks of dedicated actors that are separated from the
mainstream market selection. The ‘socio-technical landscape’ consists of an exogenous
environment that has a limited influence from the niche and regime level. The transition at this
level is normally slow and long-term as it is driven by a change in macroeconomics, deep cultural
patterns and political developments (Geels and Schot, 2007).
The multi-level perspective has been criticised for limitations in some parts of the concept. Smith
et al. (2005) argue for the lack of agency and the lack of attention for the role of power and politics.
The criticism highlights that the multi-level perspective is too descriptive and structural and
understates the role of agency in transitions. Others have criticised the perspective for being unclear
on how different multi-levels (niche, regime and landscape level) should be applied empirically.
These two criticisms and more have been discussed and taken in to account when further
developed the multi-level perspective in several articles (Geels, 2011).
2.2.1 Socio-technical landscape
The socio-technical landscape is the macro-level that embed the niche and regime level with
exogenous context and an environment to operate in. This environment is highly structural and
could, for example, consist of cultural norms, politics and economics on a global or national level,
oil prices, emerging scientific paradigms, social movements and climate change. As earlier
mentioned, changes on a landscape level are slow moving and long-term due to the depth of the
structural trends the landscape entails. Changes that evolves on landscape level may put pressure
on both niche and regime level that can open up for new technologies, in other words, create a
‘window of opportunity’ (Geels, 2002).
2.2.2 Socio-technical regimes
A socio-technical regime is a set of rules that penetrates institutions and infrastructure consisting
of engineering practices, production processes, product characteristics, ways of defining problems,
along with others (Genus & Coles, 2008). In contrast to the landscape level that refers to wider
external factors, the regime level refers to rules related to activities within communities. The regime
enables stability in an engineering group as social and technological trajectories define the way of
handling relevant activities. Social and technological trajectories are developed and affected by
engineers, users, societal groups, suppliers, investors, among others and together, they construct
the very status quo. These trajectories create a lock-in effect that niche-innovations have to
overcome before entering the regime. Despite the stability of the regime, innovation on a regime
level does occur but with an incremental nature (Geels, 2002; Smith et al., 2010). In the same way,
as the multi-levels co-evolve, different sub-regimes co-evolve with each other, see figure 2. The
alignment between sub-regimes can create tensions within the regime as the development is moving
forward but also add additional stability. These two factors together create a ‘dynamically stable’
socio-technical regime in an ongoing process.
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Figure 1 - Alignment of ongoing processes in a socio-technical regime, adapted from Geels (2011).

2.2.3 Niche-innovations
The niche-level is the micro-level in the multi-level perspective where space for radical innovations
and technological inventions in an earlier stage exists. These radical innovations are coupled with
a social context that together forms an unstable structure with poor performance. As seen in figure
3, the stability of the socio-technical structure gets more stable as the transition moves higher up
in the multi-level perspective, where the niche-level is the least stable. This makes social networks
surrounding the niche less clear, but at the same time protected from market selection pressure.
This network is then more likely to encouraging new-thinking and support radical innovations to
develop. Niches can arise as either a response to landscape changes (top-down) or as bottom-up
fashion (bottom-up). In order to expand and move up in the regime, the niche has to stabilise
towards a dominant design and take advantage of a ‘window of opportunity’. This enables a
breakthrough and allows the niche to overcome the stability of the regime. This stage is critical for
the development of the niche, and many niches are not successful in expanding or even to survive
long-term. Eventually, when a niche has entered the regime, the initial phase of the socio-technical
transition takes place and starts to reshape the status quo. When a socio-technical transition is
fulfilled in the regime, it will in the long run influence the landscape and stimulates developments
on the macro-level (Genus & Coles, 2008; Smith et al., 2010).
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Figure 2 - Multi-level perspective on socio-technical transitions, adapted from Geels (2007).

2.3 Transition Pathways
The transition pathway typology was conceptualised by Geels and Schot in 2007 as a further
expansion of the multi-level perspective. When transitions in socio-technical systems evolve,
different kind of alignments between multi-levels (niche, regime and landscape levels) forms
different transition pathways. These pathways describe different combinations of timing and nature
of multi-level interactions. This leads to four different kinds of transition pathways: technological
substitution, transformation, reconfiguration, and dealignment and realignment. The transition
pathway typology was additionally developed in 2016 by Geels et al. with a reformulation of the
typology through the lens of endogenous enactment. As a reaction to criticism that argued for the
lack of agency, conflict and struggle issues incorporated in the typology, the reformulation
includes the main patterns for actors, formal institutions, and technologies. It does also include the
possibility of shifts between transition pathways, based on actor struggles over technology
deployment and institutions.
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2.3.1 Timing and nature of interactions
The timing of multi-level interactions plays a significant role when analysing socio-technical
transition pathways. For example, the timing of landscape pressure on regimes and the
development of the niche at that stage have effects on whether the niche will break into the regime
or not. Another characteristic that plays a significant role when analysing socio-technical transition
pathways is the nature of the interaction between multi-levels. For example, a reinforcing nature
of the landscape pressure could have a stabilising effect on the regime, while a disruptive nature of
the landscape pressure could give the regime impulses for change. With different combinations of
timing and nature of multi-level interactions, different transition pathways have been developed
(Geels and Schot, 2007).
Substitution pathway
A substitution pathway has a well-developed niche-innovation at the same time as the landscape
puts pressure on the regime. This leads to tensions in the regime that creates a ‘window of
opportunity’ for the niche-innovation to break through into the regime. Eventually, this leads to a
momentum where the niche-innovation will replace the existing regime and force the regime into
change, see table 2 (Geels, 2011).
Transformation pathway
The transformation pathway reshapes the existing regime with gradual adjustments by incumbent
actors who are exposed to landscape pressure that expresses itself in the form of societal debates
and limiting institutions. In contrast to the substitution pathway, the transformation pathway does
not have well-developed niche-innovations that can utilise the ‘window of opportunity’. Instead,
the incumbents take the lead and reshape the regime in a gradual transition, see table 2 (Geels et
al., 2016)
Reconfiguration pathway
A reconfiguration pathway does also have a well-developed niche-innovation. However, in contrast
to the substitution pathway, the reconfiguration pathway has a weak landscape pressure which
prevents the niche-innovation from breaking into the regime. Instead, this pathway combines the
existing regime and the niche-innovation that together change the architecture of the system.
Incumbent actors adopt niche-innovations in the regime as they gradually solve local problems and
do not cause a breakthrough of one technology. In other words, the niche-innovations become
‘add-ons’ to the existing regime, see table 2 (Geels and Schot, 2007; Geels, 2011).
Dealignment and realignment pathway
This pathway is developed in two steps. Firstly, major landscape pressure triggers a dealignment of
the regime and destroys stability. It is a large and abrupt change that increases difficulties within
the regime and reduces incumbent actors’ confidence. If niche-innovations are not well developed
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at this stage, then there is no clear alternative. Secondly, dealignment of the regime evolves in a
‘vacuum’ where multiple niche-innovations co-exist and compete. Ultimately, one nicheinnovation becomes dominant. The dominant niche-innovation starts to form the regime and
shapes a new socio-technical regime through realignment, see table 2 (Geels and Schot, 2007).
3.3.2 Shifts between pathways
Shifts between pathways argue for non-linear transitions, which means that transition pathways
can vary in directions. They can also be interrupted by internal conflicts or competition between
actors. Factors like learning processes, a collaboration between actors, increasing costs, and
unexpected changes can interfere with the ongoing transition pathway. In some cases, increments
may delay the development by using resistance strategies fighting against the transition. In other
cases, the development may go backwards as key actors suddenly change direction and goals (Geels
et al., 2016).

Table 1 - Transition pathways, adapted from Geels (2016).

2.4 Carbon lock-in
Carbon lock-in is a market state that creates market and policy failures that prevents diffusion of
carbon-saving technologies despite their environmental and economic advantages. The carbon
lock-in concept assists with a conceptual foundation for understanding macro-level barriers to the
diffusion of carbon-saving technologies. In literature about the carbon lock-in concept, the notion
of a techno-institutional complex is introduced. The techno-institutional complex notion captures
the idea of the carbon lock-in as interactions among technological systems and governing
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institutions, see table 3. Large technological systems like electricity, transportation and financial
systems cannot be fully understood as a set of separate technological objects but have to be seen
as technological systems embedded in the powerful social context of public and private institutions
(Unruh, 2000). Even though the techno-institutional complex creates barriers for a low-carbon
transition, history has shown that these barriers can only delay the transition towards a new
dominant design and not fully defeat them. Unruh (2002) argues that exogenous forces are
probably required for escaping the carbon lock-in conditions and mentions three escape paths.
One possibility is that carbon-saving niche approaches becomes cost-effective and develops
towards a dominant design. Another possibility is that policymakers succeed with making the
public conscious about environmental issues and its extent before they become critical. The last
possibility mentioned is that policymakers will have to wait for a climate crisis before implementing
new policy frameworks (Unruh, 2002).

Table 2 - Sources of carbon lock-in, adapted from Unruh (2002).

When studying low-carbon transitions, the multi-level perspective has shown to be a
comprehensive framework. As a low-carbon transition is a large-scale transition that has to involve
disruption of the status quo consisting of locked-in systems, the multi-level perspective contributes
with an overall picture (Geels, 2018). Despite a lot of valuable insights and knowledge about lowcarbon transitions within the literature, Geels et al. (2017) highlight four challenges that remain.
Firstly, low-carbon transitions do not just involve firms and consumers. The literature has to
involve a wider range of actors, such as civil society groups, the media, political parties, advisory
bodies, that are driven by beliefs, conflicting values, complex social relations etc. Secondly, the lowcarbon transition concept has to incorporate user practice, cultural discourses etc. and not only
focus on the market diffusion of new technologies. Thirdly, low-carbon transitions still have
uncertain long-term benefits which need to be aligned with other objectives to gain stakeholder
support. Fourthly, low-carbon transitions are goal-oriented as they target a transition towards a
specific goal. This differs from historical transitions that are exploratory and entrepreneurial driven.
This makes low-carbon transition dependent on public policy rather than open-market forces. That
means that they will need to have political support from citizens in a democratic society. Geels et
al. (2017) argue for the use of frameworks that address the socio-technical dynamics of low-carbon
transitions when aiming to understand and address these issues (Geels et al., 2017).
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3. The financial industry and sustainability within finance
This chapter aims to cover previous research and literature within the field of finance, where the empirical context of
this thesis is operating. Firstly, this chapter will cover how the financial market is operating and how a bank provides
loans to its customers. Secondly, the Swedish financial market will be described. The low-carbon economy is defined
and described in general, followed by a brief review of green growth and carbon emission markets. Finally, this chapter
will end with a review of literature that incorporates both sustainability transitions and the financial industry. In
this section, academic papers with similar theoretical framework and empirical context as this thesis will be reviewed.

3.1 Financial markets
A financial market is in many ways, like any other marketplace. Its task is to match a buyer and a
seller so that a transaction will be completed. The fundamental function of this market is to channel
funds from savers, who have an excess of funds, to spenders who have a shortage of funds.
Individuals and firms can obtain funds in a financial market in two ways. This is either through
issuing a debt instrument or by issuing equities. By issuing a debt instrument, such as a bond or a
mortgage, the borrower makes a contractual agreement to pay the holder of the instrument a fixed
amount of money at regular intervals. These regular payments consist of both interest payments
and principal payments. These are made until a specified date where a final payment is made. The
second way to obtain funds is to issue equities, such as common stock, which are claims in the
share of assets and the net income of a business (Mishkin, Matthews, & Giuliodori, 2013; Sveriges
Riksbank, 2016).
The markets for securities can be divided into two markets; the primary market and the secondary
market. The primary markets are where the corporations or government agencies that are
borrowing funds sell new securities, such as bonds or stock, to initial buyers. Mostly, the public
does not have access to the primary markets because the selling of these securities to initial buyers
take place behind closed doors. The secondary markets are where the initial buyer can sell its
securities to other investors. Examples of such markets are the Stockholm Stock Exchange and the
London Stock Exchange (Mishkin, Matthews, & Giuliodori, 2013; Sveriges Riksbank, 2016).
As shown in figure 1, funds can be channelled through a financial intermediary. These
intermediaries can be classified into three types: depository institutions, contractual savings
institutions and investment intermediaries. A depository institution such as banks, building
societies, commercial banks and credit unions are financial intermediaries that accept deposits from
individuals and companies. These deposits can either be sight deposits, savings deposits or time
deposits. These institutions then use these funds to make commercial and mortgage loans, buy
government securities and make commercial paper. Deposits are an important component in the
money supply to the financial system, and these institutions have the biggest assets compared to
other types of intermediaries. Contractual savings institutions are intermediaries that acquire funds
at periodic intervals on a contractual basis. Examples of such intermediaries are insurance
companies and pension funds. Investment intermediaries include mutual funds, money market
funds and finance companies (Mishkin, Matthews, & Giuliodori, 2013).
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Figure 3 - Flows of funds through the financial system, adapted from Mishkin, Matthews, & Giuliodori (2013).

3.1.1 Banking, loans and mortgages
As described above, a bank is a financial intermediary that can be classified as a depository
institution. This means that the bank funds its operation by borrowing and issuing liabilities such
as deposits. To better understand how this works, it is useful to look at a bank’s balance sheet. The
balance sheet has characteristics that can be seen in equation 1. The balance sheets show the banks
total assets and how these assets are funded. The assets in the case of a bank are often loans,
securities and bank reserves (Mishkin, Matthews, & Giuliodori, 2013).
!"#$% $''(#' = !"#$% %*$+*%*#*(' + -$.*#$%
Equation 1- A bank's balance sheet.

Because banks are responsible for depositor’s money, they need to make sure that they are lending
money to people and businesses that have the ability to make their payments. Analysis of repayment
capacity and cash flow are, therefore, paramount combined with some type of collateral. This
collateral could be a property where property serves as collateral for the loan. This type of loan is
called a mortgage. Mortgage borrowers can be individuals taking a loan with their home as a
collateral or business mortgaging commercial property. In Sweden, borrowers can borrow up to
85% of the market value of their private homes and up to 75% on residential housing. To take a
loan on your property, you need to have registered a mortgaged deed at the Land Surveying
Authority (Råckle, 2015).
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3.2 The financial market in Sweden
The financial market in Sweden, as many other financial markets, has three main tasks. It is to
convert savings into financing, manage risks and make it possible to make payments efficiently. As
the financial sector in Sweden has the authority to channel savings to investments, it comes with a
lot of responsibility. Actors within the financial sector in Sweden have many obligations to different
authorities. The authorities responsible for the supervision and regulation of the financial sector in
Sweden are The Ministry of Finance (Finansdepartementet), The National Bank (Riksbanken), The
Swedish National Debt Office (Riksgälden) and The Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority
(Finansinspektionen). Together they are responsible for the financial stability and the maintaining
of an efficient financial system in Sweden. The Ministry of Finance is responsible for the regulation
over the financial market and has overall responsibility for financial crisis. The National Bank has
the responsibility for the central payment system and to provide liquidity in the system. The
Swedish National Debt Office is responsible for preparation and management of institutions in
crisis. They are also responsible for the deposit guarantee and preventive state support. The
Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority has the main responsibility for macro supervision and for
overseeing financial companies. They issue permits to companies that want to offer financial
services to the public. In addition, they also intervene against companies that misbehave, ultimately
by withdrawing their license. Supervision means that the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority
monitors that companies comply with the specific rules that they are subjects to (Sveriges Riksbank,
2016).
In Sweden, the financial intermediaries operating within credit can be divided into commercial
banks, savings banks, member banks and foreign banks. Credit institutions are specialists in
assessing and monitoring credit risks. They often have long-term relationships with their
customers, and they do also have experience of the customers’ operations. Therefore, they are of
great importance for the capital supply in the national economy. The banks in Sweden stand for
the largest part of lending money to the public. They lend up to half of all the money lent by credit
institutions in Sweden, see table 1. The four major banks in Sweden are, Swedbank,
Handelsbanken, Nordea and SEB. These banks are important players in many different submarkets (Sveriges Riksbank, 2016; Swedish Bankers’ Association, 2017).
Bank
Nordea Bank
Svenska
Handelsbanken
SEB
Swedbank
Danske Bank
SBAB Bank
Länsförsäkringar Bank
Landshypotek Bank
Skandiabanken
Sparbanken Skåne

Lending to the public [SEK million] Balance sheet [SEK million]
1 503 532
4 110 200
765 691
2 012 876
1 196 824
398 666
368 831
22 912
42 203
68 488
59 190
56 953

1 892 163
1 316 391
864 684
207 410
160 397
84 394
69 445
66 786

Table 3 - The ten largest banks in Sweden 2017 (Swedish Bankers’ Association, 2018b)
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In general, there is no strict legislation regarding sustainability requirements on financial institutions
in Sweden, and there is no definition of the term sustainability in Swedish law
(Finansdepartementet, 2018). Companies (financial institutions included) with more than 250
employees, with a balance sheet total over 175 SEK million and net sales over 350 SEK million
have obligations in Sweden to establish a sustainability report. The sustainability report shall
contain information on the consequences of the business where both social and environmental
aspects shall be included (PwC, 2016). Companies like fund management companies have special
obligations to report information about sustainability. Such managers shall provide the information
required for the understanding of the fund's management concerning sustainability for each mutual
fund or alternative investment fund that they manage (Finansdepartementet, 2018).
The ministry of finance in Sweden reviewed three legislative proposals presented by the European
Commission in a report that was published in 2018. The proposals did include: an EU-wide
classification of green activities, requirements for investors and advisors to provide information on
procedures and conditions for integrating sustainability risks into investment and investment
advice, as well as two new categories of reference values that reflect low-emission underlying assets
and negative net carbon dioxide emissions. The Swedish government is positive to the legislative
proposals and see them as the first steps towards better financing of sustainable growth
(Finansdepartementet, 2018).
In Sweden, the financial sector has faced inspections from The Swedish Government and The
Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority involving climate and sustainability impact related to their
business. In a report from 2015, the Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority did investigate nine
Swedish banks and their internal credit rules on lending to companies from an environmental and
sustainability perspective. It showed that the banks did account the environmental and
sustainability perspective to a greater extent than what the law required. In the follow-up report
from 2018, they could notice an improvement on the internal credit rules, and they had
strengthened their internal competence in the area (Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority, 2015;
2018).
3.3 Low-carbon economy
‘Green economy’ has become a commonly used notion, but the exact definition is not quite clear.
The concept is used when describing economic pathways to sustainability, but the scope of the
exact definition varies. The notion of ‘green economy’ could be seen as an umbrella concept,
including concepts that describe economies with improved well-being and social equity (Loiseau,
o.a., 2016). One concept that fits under the umbrella concept ‘green economy’ is a low-carbon
economy. The world economy as it is today has large investments in infrastructure that is driven
by fossil-fuel. A low-carbon economy would mean decarbonization of carbon-intensive sectors
and investments in cleaner products and processes on large scales. A low-carbon economy will
require a large number of long-term investments in ‘green’ sectors. These investments will be
crucial in a possible transition towards a low-carbon economy and will have to take place
simultaneously as a reduction of investments in fossil-fuel intense sectors (Campiglio, 2016;
Linnenluecke, Han, Pan, & Smith, 2018).
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To be able to make these investments, a source of money is needed. Three common investment
sources are loans from banking institutions, market debt in the form of finance from private capital
markets and market equity where private investors will obtain a part of the ownership. Bank loans
are the most common source of external finance, which makes it particularly important in a
possible transition (Campiglio, 2016). Even though pathways for economic recourses to flow
towards low-carbon sectors may seem possible, there are still obstacles and challenges. For
example, there are challenges such as short-termism, information gaps, avoiding lock-in effects,
accelerating the diffusion of low-carbon finance, market failures, among others. Another challenge
is the unattractive high risk and low return reputation that green investments have (Bolton and
Foxon, 2015; Campiglio, 2016; Clark, Reed, & Sunderland, 2018). Governments, policymakers and
grass root support have been important in the development towards a low-carbon economy. Some
say that its now up to the market and its drivers to push the transition to a low-carbon economy
forward (Linnenluecke, Han, Pan, & Smith, 2018).

3.4 Green growth
When describing finance and investments in general, it often comes down to how big the required
return on the investment is and how long maturity time for the invested money that is accepted
(Spratt, Scoones, Leach, & Newell, 2015). In the book ‘The politics of green transformations’,
Stephen Spratt writes about the relationship between financial systems and green transformations
that might emerge in different markets. By doing this, it can be beneficial to state what drives the
financial market forward and what a green transformation can be. Maturity time and required return
on the investment can be connected to financial growth. Green transformation can often be
associated with a transformation to a carbon-neutral footing. If the perspective is broadened, the
scope becomes wider. Spratt mentions the perspective of a green transformation as the sustainable
use of natural resources. He is also mentioning the debate regarding green growth and whether
that is possible or not. There is still an ongoing discussion on whether it is possible to have ‘green
growth’ in a growing economy or if the capitalisation of the world's natural resources has to be
restricted (Spratt et al., 2015).
When dividing the financial institutions and instruments into different categories, Spratt states their
expected return on their investment and the accepted maturity of the loan. In one end, some actors
expect a high return for high risk on a short period of time. For example, that type of actor could
be high-frequency traders and hedge funds within investment banks. On the other end, some actors
deal with low expected return and longer maturity time. Examples within this category are mainly
non-commercial actors such as impact investors and socially responsible investors. How these
financial institutions and instruments can be connected to the different degrees of green
transformation, can be related to the expected return and maturity of the investment. Mostly,
investments have longer maturity time and lower return, as it becomes ‘greener’ (Spratt et al., 2015).
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3.5 Carbon emission markets
In an attempt to combine market mechanisms with restrictions on carbon emissions, carbon
emission markets have emerge. In the early ’60s, researchers first suggested methods of controlling
extensive pollution to policymakers. The initially thought argued that it could be up to the market
to bring an optimal utilisation of emission rights. Today there are several different carbon market
programs all over the world. There are several national carbon market programs which have the
aim to meet its Kyoto Protocol targets (Calel, 2013). The Kyoto Protocol was adopted by the
United Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in 1997. The Kyoto
Protocol is an international agreement that binds all member countries to reduce their total GHG
emissions below specific levels. The first agreement was valid between 2008-2012, then the
agreement was extended in Doha to the year 2020 (Ramiah & Gregoriou, 2015).
The protocol has divided the countries into two groups. The first group consists of industrialised
countries that have historically contributed the most to climate change, and the second group
consists of developing countries. The Protocol placed a heavier burden on the countries in the first
group because of two main reasons. Firstly, these countries can more easily pay the cost of cutting
emissions. Secondly, countries in the first group have historically contributed more to the problem
of global warming by emitting larger amounts of GHGs per person compared to countries in the
second group. Instead of meeting the country’s specific demand, member countries can meet their
targets through one of the mechanisms of the Kyoto Protocol. There are three mechanisms offered
under the Kyoto Protocol; Joint Implementation (JI), International Emissions Trading (IET) and
Clean Development Mechanism (CDM). JI makes it possible for countries to contribute their part
of emission reductions by paying for a project that reduces emissions in other industrialised
countries. IET enables trading of allowed emission between countries in the first group. CDM
allows countries in the first group to meet their emission targets by implementing emission
reduction projects in countries from the second (Ramiah & Gregoriou, 2015).
Despite the good intentions that carbon emission markets have; they have received criticisms.
Some people mean that they are not delivering real emission reduction and instead of providing
financial windfalls to emitters. Other claims that it has failed to provide incentives for private
sectors to invest in a low-carbon economy (Calel, 2013).

3.6 The financial industry and sustainability transitions
As earlier mentioned in this thesis, there is limited research on financial markets from a
sustainability transition perspective. However, there are some exceptions (Seyfang and GilbertSquires, 2019; Loorbach and Lijnis Huffenreuter, 2013; Antal & Bergh, 2013). The absence of the
macro-economics in sustainability transition literature could seem rather surprising and
unfortunate. Surprising as the macro-level is supposed to have a huge impact on a possible
transition. Unfortunate, as many of the dynamic processes in a transition are macro-economic by
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nature. The macro-economic perspective is also likely to increase the understanding of a
sustainability transition (Antal & Bergh, 2013).
Antal and Berg argue that the economic growth paradigm and GDP does a bad service as well-fare
indicators, especially for rich countries. This statement conflicts with the fact that growth is seen
as progress and necessary for economic stability. According to Antal and Berg, these conflicts lead
to barriers in a possible sustainability transition within the economic system. Therefore, there is a
needed to make periods of low or negative growth socially and politically accepted (Antal & Bergh,
2013). Seyfang and Gilbert-Squires argue for combining approaches when analysing sustainable
transitions. In their research on the UK banking sector, they use the multi-level perspective and
the social practice theory, that are two competing conceptual frameworks in the literature. They
found that there is an added value by combining two approaches in the aim to un-lock the
sustainability transition (Seyfang and Gilbert-Squires, 2019). Loorbach and Lijnis Huffenreuter
highlight the absence of the financial crisis of 2007 in transition research. They argue that analysing
the financial crisis from a broader socio-economic transition perspective can be helpful in the
ambition to understand the change in the economic system. The research claims that if there is an
underlying unsustainability in the socio-economic system, there is a possibility of systematic
change. By identifying the triggers of the financial crisis with the transition management
perspective, it could be used as an accelerator towards a sustainability transition. The financial crisis
can, in that perspective, be seen as an opportunity for a sustainability transition (Loorbach and
Lijnis Huffenreuter, 2013).
By reviewing these studies that combine parts of the financial industry with the sustainability
transition framework, this thesis is positioning itself in the field of sustainability transitions but
with a different scope than previous research. This thesis is studying a possible sustainability
transition within the Swedish financial industry with the perspective of a member-owned bank in
operating in Sweden. This is because of the problem formulated in this study and because of the
selected approach. Previous research presented in this thesis has one thing in common, they did all
find the socio-technical perspective useful when analysing the financial industry (Seyfang and
Gilbert-Squires, 2019; Loorbach and Lijnis Huffenreuter, 2013; Antal & Bergh, 2013). This argues
for the approach in this thesis that has the aim to better understand a possible transition toward a
low-carbon economy within this industry. This does also argue for the focus of this chapter. When
summarising this chapter, the reader should have a good foundation when aiming to understand
the empirical context of the study object. The basics of the financial industry in Sweden and its
connection to sustainability contributes to the knowledge that will be used when stating the status
quo.
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4. Methodology
This chapter will present and motivate the chosen method used in this thesis. The research design explains the strategy
used to make the problem statement researchable. It does also argue for the choice of primary data collection and
explains how this was performed. Furthermore, the method for the calculations is described, followed by the application
of the theoretical framework and research quality.

4.1 Research design
The research in this thesis is performed in a triangulation of multiple data sources. The reason for
this is to reduce bias in data sources as the research aims to investigate a wide and complex
phenomenon where different understandings about the existing status quo can occur (Collis &
Hussey, 2013). Quantitative data has been collected through databases consisting of statistical data,
and qualitative data has been collected through semi-structured interviews. The quantitative data is
applied to the part of the thesis that seeks to understand the actual effect on climate change from
the bank’s business, as quantitative data is suitable when picturing an overview of phenomena in a
specific context (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015). The qualitative data is applied to the part of the thesis
that seeks to understand a potential sustainability transition within the finance industry, as
qualitative data can contribute with insights about existing or emerging concepts that might explain
specific outcomes (Yin, 2011). The triangulation of multiple data sources makes a mixed method
appropriate when analysing the results. The explanatory part of the research strives to calculate the
carbon footprint of the bank’s loan portfolio, where mainly quantitative data is used. The
exploratory part of the research strives to investigate a possible sustainability transition towards a
low-carbon economy within the financial industry, where mainly qualitative data is used.
In a way, the approach in the thesis could be seen as deductive as it is using a theoretical framework
when analysing the findings in a context where the framework is quite unexplored in previous
literature. But as the purpose of this thesis is to investigate a bank’s role in a sustainability transition
towards a low-carbon economy within the financial industry, and not to test the theory itself, it
could be described as inductive. The inductive approach allows the process to develop along with
the research and to progress as new insights occur. This is especially suitable since the analyse of
the industry, and the possible transition is highly speculative and could give unexpected results. In
this research, the inductive approach can contribute with observations that can be used to draw
general patterns and help the thesis to fulfil its purpose (Collis & Hussey, 2013; Blomkvist & Hallin,
2015).
Actors within the existing regime are central in a possible sustainability transition towards a lowcarbon economy. Therefore, a case study has been used to get in-depth knowledge about the
existing regime and its actors. A case study generates detailed empirics where the complexity of the
reality is captured, which goes hand in hand with the wide and complex phenomenon that this
research is focusing on. The case study makes it possible to explore new dimensions of the sociotechnical system that tends to focus on macro perspectives rather than investigate agency
perspectives (Yin, 2009; Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015).
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4.2 Research process
The research process performed in this thesis project did include a literature review. The aim of
the literature review was, at the beginning of the process, to generate and refine research questions
and purpose of the study. This was done by reviewing peer-reviewed articles with themes related
to sustainability transitions within the financial industry. Later on, the literature review became a
wider and deeper investigation in the current knowledge in the thesis subject, its a limitation, and
its wider context (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill, 2015). The presented literature in this thesis is
primarily collected from peer-reviewed articles in journals and published books. Along with the
development of the project, the problem formulation and thesis purpose became clearer. With the
research questions as a foundation, the data collection was performed. During the data collection,
there was an ongoing evaluation of the results. This was done to assure the relevance of the results,
that eventually should lead the thesis forward to the conclusions (Saunders, Lewis, & Thornhill,
2015). The research process in this thesis can be visualised in figure 4. But worth clarifying is that
the process was not linear. As mentioned in section 4.1, the approach in this thesis was primarily
inductive. Therefore the research process became iterative naturally.

Figure 4 - Visualisation of the research process.

4.3 Data collection
The collection of primary data in this thesis can be divided into two parts. The first part of the data
collection is focusing on the first sub research question: SRQ1: What is the carbon footprint of a bank's
loan portfolio and how can it be affected by different strategical actions from the bank? With this research
question in mind, quantitative data has been gathered from customer databases that were accessed
through the case company bank. The quantitative data consisted of the amount of land area of the
properties that occurred as collateral to the loan portfolio. This quantitative data was then used in
the calculations of the carbon footprint that will be further explained in section 4.4. To further
validate the calculations of the carbon footprint, two semi-structured interviews were performed
with experts on these types of calculation, see table 5. Later on, a sensitivity analysis was performed
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where parameters in the calculations were changed. The selected change in the calculations was
based on strategical implications collected from semi-structured interviews, see table 4, 5 and 6.
The sensitivity analysis will be further explained in section 4.5.
The second part of the data collection is focusing on the second sub research question and the
main research question: SRQ2: What actions can enable a sustainability transition within the financial industry
and unlock the transition towards a low-carbon economy? Main RQ: What role does a bank have in a sustainability
transition within the financial industry towards a low-carbon economy? In this part of the data collection,
primary data has been collected through semi-structured interviews with employees at the case
company bank (table 6), customers to the bank within agriculture and forestry (table 4) and experts
on carbon footprint calculations (table 5). All parts of the data collection can be visualised in figure
5. However, as earlier mentioned, the thesis has an iterative nature, and the figure should be
interpreted as symbolic.

Figure 5 - Visualisation of the data collection.

4.3.1 Semi-structured interviews
Semi-structured interviews were conducted as they can generate in-depth information while at the
same time, surround the area of interest. With an inductive approach and a complex research
phenomenon, the semi-structured interviews became suitable as they tolerated adjustments for the
situation and source and did still capture the essential (Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015). The interviews
varied from 40 to 70 minutes and each interview were recorded with the consensus form the
respondents. The interview questions were selected so that they were related to the research
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questions of this thesis. The temples for all interviewees can be found in appendix section 9.2. The
interviewees were selected so that they would be representative of the studied population. They
were also selected as they were likely to help the thesis to answer the research questions (Saunders,
Lewis, & Thornhill, 2015). The interviewed employees at the case company bank were selected as
they possessed great knowledge about the bank’s strategical position on the financial market, see
table 6. The interviewed customers to the bank were selected as they had a spread of specialisations
within agriculture and forestry, see table 4. Far from all business alignments that the loan portfolio
consists of was covered, but the selected ones belong to those who statistically affect the carbon
footprint the most. The interviewed experts on carbon footprint calculations were selected because
of their extensive and deep experience within the field, see table 5.
Customer Phone
interview *

C1*
C2
C3
C4
C5
C6*

Owned land
area [Ha]
120
100
250
700
200
800

Number of
animals
70
0
0
0
0
18 700

Business alignment

Date

Cattle
Forestry
Grain
Grain
Forestry
Pig

2019-03-12
2019-03-13
2019-03-13
2019-03-13
2019-04-15
2019-04-16

Table 4 - Interviews with customers to the case company bank.

Expert

Institution

Title

Date

Phone interview *

E1*

University of
Researcher at the Department of Forest
Agricultural
Resource Management; Division of
Sciences, Sweden Forest Resource Analysis

2019-04-24

E2*

University of
Researcher at the Department of Soil
Agricultural
and Environment
Sciences, Sweden

2019-04-24

Table 5 - Interviews with experts on GHG emission calculations within agriculture and forestry.

Strategical employee

Title

Date

Head of Marketing & Communication
CEO
Chief Legal Counsel and Sustainability Manager
Business manager Corporate market

2019-04-16
2019-04-16
2019-04-25
2019-04-29

Phone interview *

S1
S2
S3*
S4

Table 6 - Interviews with employees at the case company bank with insights about the bank’s strategical position.

4.4 Calculations
The calculation methodology that was used in this research was based on the IPCC Guidelines for
National Greenhouse Gas Inventories. The guidelines consist of internationally agreed
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methodologies that countries currently use to estimate GHG inventories to report to the United
Nations Framework Convention on Climate Change. The guidelines were produced in 2006 and
are an update of the Revised 1996 IPCC Guidelines originally developed by The Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC). IPCC is the United Nations body for assessing science related
to climate change (IPCC, 2006). This calculation methodology is used as it is a proven method
commonly used, which makes it easier to compare the results with other calculations with similar
conditions. The volumes that were used in this research are Volume 1: General Guidance and
Reporting and Volume 4: Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use (AFOLU) (IPCC, 2006).
4.4.1 Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land Use (AFOLU)
Volume 4 of the IPCC Guidelines provides methods to estimate anthropogenic GHG emissions
generated from the AFOLU sector on managed land areas (IPCC, 2006). This volume of the IPCC
guidelines was used when calculating the carbon dioxide emissions of the loan portfolio as it covers
the customer categories agriculture and forestry that the loan portfolio consists of. The overall
equation used to estimate the carbon footprint of the loan portfolio was equation 2. The rest of
the equations used for the calculations can be found in Volume 4 in the IPCC Guidelines, see table
7. It does not cover any other volumes in the IPCC guidelines that cover emissions from the value
chain of agriculture and forestry production. For a more detailed explanation of the calculations,
see appendix section 9.1 and the IPCC Guidelines.
∆-01234 = ∆-156789:;<= + ∆->65?:;<= + ∆-@6;88:;<=
Equation 2 - The annual carbon stock change for land-use categories.

Land-use category
Forest Land
Cropland
Grassland

Chapter and volume in IPCC Guidelines
Chapter 4, Volume 4
Chapter 5, Volume 4
Chapter 6, Volume 4

Table 7 - Land-use categories used in the calculations.

4.5 Sensitivity analysis
This section aims to clarify how the empirical findings related to RQ1 were analysed. A sensitivity
analysis was used in the aim to provide a picture of future alternative states for the case company
bank’s loan portfolio (Alcamo et al., 2008; Whitman & Terry, 2012). As mentioned in section 1.4,
the purpose of this research is to investigate a bank’s role in a sustainability transition towards a
low-carbon economy within the financial industry. In the aim to fulfil this purpose, a sensitivity
analysis could contribute with awareness about how different changes of variables in the
calculations could impact the total carbon footprint. This brings awareness about the calculation
model and its assumptions. As predictions of the future are highly speculative, the uncertainty
aspects become present in the analysis. A sensitivity analysis could help the calculations of future
alternative states for the case company bank’s loan portfolio to incorporate uncertainty (Whitman
& Terry, 2012).
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The calculations in this thesis generated a value of the total carbon footprint of the bank’s loan
portfolio for one year. This value represented the portfolio’s current state and built on that different
hypothetical scenarios were developed. The scenarios were based on strategical implications
collected from semi-structured interviews and the calculated value for the carbon footprint year
2019. The management of the case company bank’s loan portfolio can impact the share of different
usage of the land area that is used as collateral in the loans. The sensitivity analysis aims to
investigate what effect it will have if the bank decides to lend more or less money to a certain landuse activity. The collected strategical implications resulted in three different scenarios, see table 8.
The changed variable in the calculations was the area of forestry land that is named A in equation
3, 4 and 5. The area of forestry land was selected instead of the land area of cropland and grassland
because forestry land had the biggest positive effect on the climate by being a carbon uptake source.
In table 8, the variation of the area of forestry land in the loan portfolio can be found. During the
variation in the different scenarios, the land area of cropland and grassland was kept the same as
for the year 2019. The sensitivity analysis was done with a time horizon of 20 years from the year
2019, see equation 3, 4 and 5.
AB7;6: DEFD = A ∗ 1,01B7;6
Equation 3 - Scenario 1.

AB7;6: DEFD = A ∗ 1,02B7;6
Equation 4 - Scenario 2.

AB7;6: DEFD = A ∗ 0,99B7;6
Equation 5 - Scenario 3.

Scenario
1
2
3

Changed variable
The area of forestry land
The area of forestry land
The area of forestry land

The actual change/Year
Increase of 1%
Increase of 2%
Decrease of 1%

Table 8 - Different scenarios used when analysing the results related to SRQ1.

4.6 Application of the theoretical framework
This section aims to clarify how the theoretical framework is used when analysing the empirical
findings related to SRQ2 and main RQ. The multi-level perspective and sustainability transition
literature have been adopted as the thesis project has progressed and has the aim to contribute with
analytical structure. The multi-level perspective was used to capture the structure of the financial
industry and its uniqueness in the analysis. The ‘bigger picture’ that the multi-level perspective
contributes with made it possible to analyse the existing status quo. This was useful when aiming
to understand future change. The financial industry was used as the socio-technical regime where
the bank is a central part of the dynamic within the regime. After the analysis of the different levels
in the multi-level perspective was stated, possible transition pathways affected by climate change
were analysed. In this research, it was important to take the circumstance of climate change into
account. This made the sustainability transition perspective important. It contributed to the long26

term and multi-dimensional perspective to the thesis that change towards a more sustainable
financial industry needs. In the sustainability transition analysis, the low-carbon economy is the
target in this thesis.
4.6.1 Thematic analysis
When analysing the semi-structured interviews, a thematic analysis was used. This analytical
approach was chosen since it is suitable for processing qualitative empirics (Guest, MacQueen, &
Namey, 2012). The recorded semi-structured interviews were transcribed and divided into different
themes. The themes were created so that they would match the research questions and the
theoretical framework used in this thesis. The multi-level perspective was used when selecting the
themes that ended up in the landscape-level, the regime-level and the niche-level. Quotations were
identified from the transcribed interviews and categorised into the themes. After that, the transition
pathway framework was used to identify possible transition pathways towards a low-carbon
economy.

4.7 Research quality
To ensure qualitative and scientific research, this thesis has considered both validity and reliability
(Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015). The study has been performed in a critical manner where different
literature sources and method choices have been considered and motivated so that they would fit
the purpose of the thesis. All this to prevent failure in the validity of the findings. Multiple data
sources were used in triangulation to ensure reliability. During the data collection, an ongoing
analysis of the empirical data was performed to ensure that the data was in line with the problem
formulation, purpose and research questions (Collis & Hussey, 2013). The thesis has strived to be
detailed in the description of the procedure when aiming to make the study repeatable. An open
and objective mindset and careful documentation of the data collection made the research more
reliable (Swedish Research Council, 2017). Literature about the financial industry before the
financial crisis of 2007 has been left out to make the description accurate. Literature where different
perceptions about the IPCC Report (IPCC, 2018) have been considerate to stay critical to sources
with a large variety of interpretations (Raftery, Zimmer, Frierson, Startz, & Liu, 2017; Millar,
Fuglestvedt, Friedlingstein, et al., 2017). Despite these precautions, there are areas in the thesis that
have shortcomings. Assumptions in the calculations can make the results hard to compare with
similar calculations with other surroundings. Other things that make the calculations hard to
compare with other calculations is the fact that only the land-use is considered, and the substitution
effect is excluded. All this could be summarised in the difficulties of generalising a case study
(Blomkvist & Hallin, 2015).
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5. Results and analysis
This chapter will present the empirical findings of the study by analysing them from the perspective of the theoretical
framework. The first section, section 5.1, will present the findings from the calculations of the carbon footprint of the
case company bank’s loan portfolio. These findings have been divided into three different scenarios and analysed
through a sensitivity analysis. In section 5.2, findings from semi-structured interviews will be presented with the
structure of the multi-level perspective, where all levels are represented. Finally, section 5.3 will divide the findings
into different possible transition pathways towards a low-carbon economy.

5.1 Sensitivity analysis
The calculated carbon dioxide emissions from the bank’s loan portfolio year 2019 is presented in
table 9. These calculations resulted in a carbon dioxide uptake at a value of approximately 8 million
tonnes. Once again, it is important to state that these values do not reflect the total carbon dioxide
emission or up-take that the money in the bank’s loan portfolio generates. These values do only
reflect the land-use of the properties used as collateral in the loan portfolio. This means that
emissions from energy, transport and other sources are not incorporated in these values. For an
exact definition of the scope, see IPCC Guidelines Volume 4 (IPCC, 2006). It is also worth
mentioning, once again, that the quantitative data collected from the case company bank is not an
exact reflection of their loan portfolio. This is partly because of human error, limited access to data
and the limited timeframe of this study.
Total [tonne CO2 /year]
Land-use - Forestry
Land-use - Cropland
Land-use - Grassland
Sum

-11 617 864
3 512 233
132 948
-7 972 683

Table 9 - Calculated carbon footprint of the bank’s loan portfolio year 2019.

Three different scenarios were developed based on the assumption that the bank would want to
increase or decrease their share of forestry in the loan portfolio. In one of the semi-structured
interviews, S3 stated that the case company bank wants more forestry in their loan portfolio. That
was not just based on the fact that forestry becomes a carbon sink in the calculations, but also on
factors such as risk among others.
A sensitivity analysis was performed on the three scenarios where the area of the forestry land in
the portfolio was changed each year between the years 2019-2039. In scenario 1 the forestry area
was increased with 1% each year. In scenario 2, the forestry land area was increased by 2% each
year. In scenario 3 the forestry land area was decreased by 1% each year, see table 10. The amount
of cropland area and grassland area in the portfolio was kept the same value as the year 2019. The
importance here was not to stat that more forestry in the loan portfolio will have a more positive
net effect on the climate, but to make the changes visualised.
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Scenario
1
2
3

Changed variable
The area of forestry land
The area of forestry land
The area of forestry land

The actual change/Year
Increase of 1%
Increase of 2%
Decrease of 1%

Table 10 - Different scenarios used when analysing the results related to SRQ1.

Figure 6 shows the change of the carbon footprint for each scenario in relation to the calculated
value of the total carbon footprint year 2019. This sensitivity analysis is performed on each year
between 2019-2039. In figure 6, it can be stated that an increase of 1% of the forestry land area
each year over a period of 20 years resulted, in an increase of the carbon uptake with approximately
2,5 million tonne carbon dioxides, see scenario 1. An increase of 2% of the forestry land area each
year over a period of 20 years resulted, in an increase of the carbon uptake with approximately 5,5
million tonne carbon dioxides, see scenario 2. A decrease of 1% of the forestry land area each year
over a period of 20 years, resulted in an increase in the carbon emission of approximately 2 million
tonne carbon dioxides, see scenario 3.

Figure 6 – The change of the carbon dioxide uptake from the bank’s loan portfolio each year in relation to the calculated
value of the total carbon footprint year 2019.

The year 2039 in the sensitivity analysis can be further visualised in table 11. Table 11 shows the
calculated carbon footprint for each scenario divided into forestry, cropland and grassland. One
can also notice the change of the total carbon footprint for each scenario.
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Total [tonne CO2 /year]
Land-use - Forestry
Land-use - Cropland
Land-use - Grassland
Sum

Scenario 1
Scenario 2
Scenario 3
-14 176 002
-17 263 535
-9 502 332
3 512 233
3 512 233
3 512 233
132 948
132 948
132 948
-10 530 821
-13 618 354
-5 857 151

Table 11 - Calculated carbon footprint of the bank’s loan portfolio year 2039 for each scenario.

To further analyse how the total carbon footprint of the loan portfolio is affected by the changes
in the different scenarios, figure 7, 8 and 9 show the percentage of the carbon footprint of the
different land-use areas in the loan portfolio year 2039. This is done for each scenario where the
percentage of carbon uptake from the forestry land area vary between 80%, 83% and 72%. It can
be noticed that if the forestry land area in the loan portfolio would decrease significantly, the carbon
uptake from forestry could go below 50%. This would mean that the total carbon footprint of that
loan portfolio based on the land-use would start to be an emission source, instead of an up-take
source.

Figure 7 - The percentage of the carbon footprint of the different land-use areas in the loan portfolio year 2039.
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Figure 8 - The percentage of the carbon footprint of the different land-use areas in the loan portfolio year 2039.

Figure 9 - The percentage of the carbon footprint of the different land-use areas in the loan portfolio year 2039.
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5.2 The Status Quo of the financial industry and the Multi-Level Perspective
The empirical findings related to the status quo of the financial industry have been categorised into
Landscape and pressure (landscape level), the financial industry (the regime) and low-carbon
finance as a niche innovation (niche level). Along with a vast mapping of the status quo, social and
technological trajectories within different levels have been further analysed. In a analyse with the
multi-level perspective, tensions between different multi-levels in the financial industry have been
identified based on the findings from the interviews of this thesis. This makes the focus of this
thesis to an analysis with the financial industry as the study object, but also to an analysis form the
case company bank’s point of view.
5.2.1 Landscape and pressure
Pressure on the financial industry from the landscape level is perceived as more and more tangible.
All interviewees from the case company bank had the same experience of sustainability being a
current topic within the financial industry (S2, S2, S3, S4). The sustainability aspects of the bank’s
operation incorporate three different dimensions: social sustainability, financial sustainability and
climate-related sustainability. Financial sustainability issues have emerged from the financial crisis
of 2007, involving stricter law requirements (Riksbanken, 2019). This has put pressure on banks to
review their financial stability and their responsibility in the financial system. As one interviewee
expressed:
“It had become more difficult to be a bank today compared to when I started working in the banking
sector. When looking back, it was almost like a child's play. That is not the case now.” – Strategical
employee at the case company bank
When it comes to social and climate-related sustainability, there are on-going discussions about
what role actors within the financial industry have and should take. The discussion revolves around
the bank’s operation and its effects on where the money is placed in society. This discussion has
become more intense in recent years (S1, S2). The discussion has started to deal with the
responsibility a bank has when lending money to different activities. This is a rather new
perspective where customers have started to see the bank as an important and powerful actor in a
societal ecosystem. There is a change of attitude within banking, but managers still have difficulties
addressing social and climate-related issues (S1, S2). As sustainable banking is developing,
customers require more transparency increases. The money laundry scandal with the Swedish bank
Swedbank showed the importance of the customer’s trust (SVT, 2019). A scandal can become
more expensive for a bank than sanctions by authorities (S3).
Climate change
The message from interviews with customers to the case company bank was mostly consistent. As
the case company bank has customers within agriculture and forestry in Sweden, the bank’s
operations are dependent on the wealth of such businesses. A business that relies on weather and
climate conditions, the outcomes can sometimes be hard to predict. As one interviewee expressed:
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“We are extremely dependent on the weather. And for anyone who thinks that farmers always
complain about the weather, one has to have some understanding of this problem. The economy is
big, but ecology is bigger.” – Customer to the case company bank
All interviewees confirmed that they had perceived a change in weather and climate conditions (C1,
C2, C3, C4, C5, C6). However, some interviewees expressed that they were not sure whether this
was because of climate change linked to the greenhouse effect or not (C3, C6).
When considering financial costs within agriculture and forestry, C3 described a lost harvest as the
most costly for a farmer. Only a halved harvest one year could become a great loss for the company.
Interviewees have experienced extreme weather like drought, massive rainfall and storms (C1, C2,
C3, C4, C5, C6). One event that was frequently mentioned was the drought that occurred in the
summer of 2018 in Sweden (Regeringskansliet, 2019). Some described this event as devastating for
their business. The interviewees within cattle and pig farming described the lack of feed for the
animals as significant (C1, C5). However, one interviewee did not experience that the event had
any large impact on the business as long as the farming was well planned (C4). Other events that
were mentioned were the storm Gudrun in 2005 and the storm Per in 2007, both in Sweden (SMHI,
2019a, 2019b). Two interviewees within forestry had experienced damages on their properties, in
some cases, the property damages were up to 40%. Both interviewees talked about the need for a
more resilient forest against storms in the future (C2, C6). C6 did also mention that insect damages
on forest land can become more critical if the climate becomes warmer.
New regulations
There are indications from Swedish authorities and the EU that climate aspects will become more
present in the supervision of banks. Regulations concerning financial sustainability have become
stricter since the financial crisis of 2007. Interviewees with impact on the strategical position of the
case company bank believe that similar development of stricter regulations regarding climate
aspects will come (S1, S2, S3, S4). The government in Sweden year 2014 – 2019 gave the Swedish
financial supervisory authority directions to manage issues related to climate risk in their
supervision (Swedish Financial Supervisory Authority, 2015). There are benefits with stricter
regulations as they force actors to look over their contribution (S2). However, there are risks of
damage to an already functioning market by over-regulate. Sometimes the market itself can be even
faster when aiming to regulate unwanted behaviour. It will also be difficult for the government to
claim that it is illegal to lend money to a certain activity. However, if a certain activity will become
illegal, the banks will have to adjust to that (S3).
New customer needs
The banking sector has gone through changes that have affected their relationship with their
customers. Not long ago, banks saw the relationship to their customers as long-term. As long as
they had the customer’s income account, they could control the affair with the customer. That is
not the case today. Today the customers are not that loyal, and PSD2 has made it possible for
customers to broaden their use of financial products from different actors (Finansinspektionen,
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2019). S4 and S2 state the importance to adjust to the customer’s needs. In a transparent society
where customers have started to put an ethical and moral responsibility on the bank, this will
become even more important. The banks are not pushing any development themselves according
to S2. They rather provide certain customers with the best possible products and services. When
customers change their behaviour, the banks will follow. As the case company bank is owned by
its members, the power of the customers need is hard to ignore. On the other hand, if a certain
activity will get lower profitability, the bank can start to refuse that type of customers as they can
be seen as a risk (S3).
As the case company bank have customers within agriculture and forestry, it is in the bank’s interest
to follow that customer group. S4 mentions that there is an upcoming interest for both agriculture
and forestry from society in general. Both C1 and C5 have noticed a negative attitude towards meat
consumption when discussing a climate-friendly lifestyle. The consumption of meat in Sweden
went down in 2018, but the interest for Swedish produced meat went up. These are factors that
have been affected by the general climate debate in society (C1, C5). Even if there are new trends
in the customer need, S2 highlights the fact that the customers will have to be able to pay for a
more climate-friendly product. E2 confirms the increased interest in climate-friendly products from
customers. All product systems are still complex when it comes to defining the GHG emission
scope, and the ability to measure emissions from a product is hard. A way to compare the footprint
of a product could strengthen the customer’s pressure on the regime (E2).
5.2.2 The financial industry
All strategical employees at the case company bank that were interviewed agreed that being a bank
in Sweden today comes with a lot of obligations against regulatory (S1, S2, S3, S4). S2 highlights
that a central part of banking is financial compliance. A lot of a bank’s daily operation revolves
around being in line with all the regulations surrounding them, partly from a Swedish perspective,
but also from an EU perspective. In the latest publication from the Swedish Bankers’ Association,
they comment on the credit regulations in Sweden. They confirm an expansionary monetary policy
that has been a reaction to a possible economic recession ahead. Precautions like, for example,
stricter amortisation demands and left-to-live-on-estimation have affected banks’ granting of credit
(Swedish Bankers’ Association, 2019). Another area of financial compliance that the banks have to
manage is the capital requirement. S2 and S3 both mention that the capital requirements have been
low historically, but that this has changed since the financial crisis 2007. The market was too
unregulated and uncontrolled for a period in relation to the banks' importance for GDP and the
social system. Unfortunately, regulatory work has become very time consuming for banks. A time
that could have been spent on developing the bank (S2).
Another shift that S1 sees within the industry and generally within the society is a shift from a
specialised and professionalised society to a more ethical and moral society. In earlier days, the
banks had strong ideological ideas of how to run the business. However, that is sort of lost
according to S1. If the banks have lost their ideological foundation, it can be hard to tackle a more
ethical and moral debate about their business. When looking back, S2 sees a change in banks’
relationship with their customers. Going from a long-term and loyal customer to a more open
market where the customer will have more power. Today the customer does no longer appear at
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a physical bank office to pay their bills once a month. This is done online today, which makes it
harder for banks to have control over the customer’s behaviour. The ability for financial services
to reach their customers without traditional banking has grown. New technologies have created
new channels and pathways for financial services and product offerings (Tasca, Aste, Pelizzon, &
Perony, 2016). S2 believes that customers will have easier access to different offerings from
different actors and be able to collect them in one application in the future. This will make it easier
to make transactions without the bank’s support.
In new surroundings, S4 and S2 claim that the banks will have to adjust their business strategy.
Until today banks have been good at delivering a broad variety of products and services. Now they
are making their business slimmer and more focused. As one interviewee from the case company
bank expressed:
“I think that everyone goes away from being very broad, where everyone tries to have everything. In
the past, the major banks did not have the best fund or the best-looking card or the cheapest loan.
But they were good enough on many different things. Now they scale off and tries to become a simpler
bank.” – Strategical employee at the case company bank
S2 experiences trends where banks will become fewer and bigger. A small bank will not survive
higher overhead costs that come with the increasing financial compliance that is commanding
today. Smaller banks will have to grow, including the case company bank. This will eventually make
the ‘big four’ banks in Sweden to the ‘big eight’. The banks that do not manage this transformation
will either disappear, or they will have to change their position as a bank and develop other services
(S2).
S1, S2, S3 and S4 all have noticed the growing discussion about ‘green finance’, both within the
industry and in society in general. In this discussion, S1 means that being a sustainable organisation
could become a strategical choice that the banks will have to consider. S1 made a comparison with
other industries that have gone through major transformations such as the transport industry and
the construction industry. There you can see actual movement where actors have changed their
business radically towards more climate-friendly. If the financial sector is behind in this
development is unclear, but indications are claiming that sustainability is becoming bigger in the
financial industry as well (S1). When looking back, the financial industry has been protected from
the climate discussion as their direct operations are rather climate neutral. Or at least they do not
have any heavy emissions when comparing them to, for example, the production industry (S2). In
recent years, society has started to define financial institutions as a part of the supply chain from a
macro perspective (S1, S2). It is no longer acceptable to lend money to ethically and morally
incorrect activities. This has lead to the banks and other financial institutions reflecting upon their
ideological foundation to a greater extent.
There is an attitude change within the financial industry towards issues related to climate change
(S1, S2, S3, S4). Banks, in particular, see increasing customer demand for more ‘green’ products.
In just a few years, sustainable finance has become a hot topic. But going from a fashion trend to
an actual movement demands more, and the financial industry is not there yet (S2). When it comes
to the case company bank and their way of handling this debate, they rely on their core as a bank
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for customers within agriculture and forestry (S4, S1). The direction of the transferred money is
known, and the purpose of the bank is clear. The case company bank enables customers to finance
business within agriculture and forestry. S1 states that despite this close relationship to climate
issues that agriculture and forestry create, they do not make a statement in the debate. As a
member-owned bank and as a quite slim organisation, they have been focusing on direct contact
with the customers. The case company bank has not been able to have ‘strategical thinkers’ that
can work with the bank’s position in relation to these larger issues like climate change. As a slim
organisation, they have been very operative in their daily work (S1).
S3 thinks that the bigger banks are already handling climate issues as they have more recourses to
work within these types of matter. Financial institutes with some sort of insurance business are
also already handling climate issues as they are exposed to direct climate risk in another way than
other actors. They have insurance objects that are exposed to climate change, such as floods and
fires that could create large financial damage. The case company bank has loan collateral that are
insured. If a flood or a fire damaged the loan collateral, the bank would be economically protected
in a way. That makes the credit risk to a more alarming issue for an insurance company than for a
bank (S3). S1 mentions another risk of not handling the larger climate discussion. In a more
transparent financial industry, there can be a risk of damaging the brand. As one of the ten banks
with the largest loan portfolios in Sweden, a scandal can become costly (S1).
S2, S3 and S4 are positive towards cooperation between banks. S2 sees benefits with cooperation
as it can help actors to manage large issues like climate change. Climate change is not a single actor’s
responsibility. If there would be possible to cooperate with competitors and between industries,
S2 sees a possibility to make a more climate-friendly choice to industry standard. S3 mentions an
initiative where the case company bank gathered Nordic banks to talk about how to handle an EU
legislative proposal concerning green bonds. That was just an example of how the case company
bank thinks that they can influence the market towards common solutions (S3).
When having the socio-technical regime perspective on the financial industry, one can truly notice
the importance of the regulatory authorities. They maintain social and technological trajectories
that define the way of handling relevant activities within the regime. This makes the financial
industry to a rather bureaucratic regime that has a strong lock-in effect. Despite this, it is a
‘dynamically stable’ regime where other actors have an impact on the development. Figure 10
shows a visualisation of the financial industry in Sweden as a socio-technical regime. By analysing
figure 10, one can notice that regulatory authorities (the national bank, the ministry of finance, EU
regulations, the Swedish national debt office and the Swedish supervisory authority) represents a
dominant and central part of the regime. This leads to a regime with a strong institutional lock-in
effect. However, other lock-in sources such as technological, organisational and societal sources
within the financial industry still occur between actors like civil society, customers, competitors
and other financial intermediaries (Unruh, 2002). When studying the regime from the case
company bank’s perspective, it is worth mentioning that they have a unique relation to shareholders
and the stock market as they are a member-owned bank. A commercial retail bank listed on the
stock market has obligations towards shareholders. They have to be transparent and have to follow
certain compliance. Every shareholder has the mandate to have an impact on strategical decisions
of the bank’s operation. The basics of a shareholder-owned company are that one share equals one
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vote. A large shareholder has a greater impact than a small shareholder. For a member-owned bank,
one member equals one vote. Because shares can be bought and sold, one shareholder can acquire
a large number of shares and gain a lot of power over how the bank is governed. This leads to
different power-balance between the owners and the management of the bank’s strategical
position.

Figure 10 - The financial industry in Sweden as a socio-technical regime.

5.2.3 Low-carbon finance as a Niche Innovation
Along with the climate debate that has emerged into the financial industry more distinct over the
past two decades, the development of ‘green’ financial products has evolved (UNEP Finance
Initiative, 2007). The definition of a ‘green’ financial product is still quite unclear with no globally
accepted definition. As late as October 2018, the European Commission started the development
of criteria for the EU Ecolabel for financial products. The development of the EU Ecolabel for
financial products is based on the European Commission’s recently adopted Sustainable Finance
Action Plan. It has the aim to contribute to the action plan by encouraging investments in
sustainable financial activities (European Commission, 2019). As this thesis aims to investigate a
possible sustainability transition towards a low-carbon economy, the targeted niche innovation is
low-carbon finance. Low-carbon finance in this thesis is categorised under ‘green’ financial
products. As mentioned, there is no clear definition of a ‘green’ financial products, which makes
the low-carbon finance as a niche innovation hard to map out in an exact way. S3 mentions that
currently, it is a very low percentage of the world’s assets that are ‘green’. In that sense, ‘green’
financial products, and more specifically, low-carbon financial products could be seen as niche
innovations that have not been able to break through the dynamically stable regime.
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The case company bank is an actor on the financial market that has started to reflect upon lowcarbon finance. In May 2018, they issued the first and largest green bond issued in Swedish kronor.
The bond is based on the financing of Swedish sustainable forestry. With an amount of 5.25 billion
SEK, it is the largest green issue on the Swedish market (Landshypotek Bank AB, 2019). According
to S4, the green bond was a huge success. The forestry has always been a part of their loan portfolio,
but by issuing a green bond, it created attention. It has become an opportunity for the case
company bank to positioning them as a ‘green’ bank to a larger extent than before (S4). S1 sees the
bank as a value-driven bank. The core values are in the belief that the Swedish agriculture and
forestry is something positive for a sustainable society (S1).
Generally, when calculating the GHG emission and uptake, the agriculture sector becomes an
emission source, and the forestry becomes an uptake source. 2017 Sweden reported uptake of
43 190 000 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalents from the land-use category forestry, emission of
3 679 000 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalents from the land-use category cropland and emission
of 91 000 tonnes of carbon dioxide equivalents from the land-use category grassland
(Naturvårdsverket, 2019). Even though the agriculture sector could be seen as a carbon emitter,
both S2 and E2 states the importance of having a larger perspective and put it in relation to other
sectors. The agricultural sector produces food, which is essential for humankind, and when
comparing that to other consumption that is not essential, it gives a better dimension to the
discussion (S2, E2). E1 does also highlight the fact that the substitution effect is not incorporated
in the calculations for the reported national GHG emission and uptake. By consuming products
from forestry and agriculture instead of consuming fossil-fuel, plastic, cement and steel, the net
effect on the carbon dioxide in the atmosphere become lower (E1).
When discussing how the case company bank can influence their customer’s carbon footprint, S3
does not think that it is an easy task. To manage agriculture and forestry in Sweden has a lot of
obligations towards authorities just as it is. Agriculture in Sweden has high standards and has to
follow strict rules regarding livestock management and additives in agriculture. If the bank started
to demand more from their customers, the levels would become too high (S3). On the other hand,
it is important to make sure that the customer follows their obligations towards authorities (S3,
S2). The case company bank does not want to lend money to a customer that break the law. That
would be ethically wrong, but also become an implicit risk for the bank (S2). S2 states the
importance of the broader perspective once again. One cannot obligate a bigger responsibility on
one single industry, in relation to what the society obligates itself (S2). When discussing land-use
in Sweden today, E2 mentions the fact that many land-owners are small. In those cases, there are
no actions from a single land-owner that can make a major impact on the total carbon footprint.
One interviewee did also claim that if you want a single land-owner to avoid a climate-harming but
profitable behaviour, you will have to pay for it. Or with the exact words:
“But if we want someone to do something, we will have to pay for it. For example, to preserve
mountainous forests or to seal the oil fields. We cannot demand that they do it for us for free. If we
want nature protection, then we will have to pay for it.” – Expert on GHG emission calculations
within agriculture and forestry
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As earlier mentioned, the European Commission wants to encourage investments in sustainable
economic activities. S3 has noticed an increased pressure from the EU. They want money to
transfer towards more climate-friendly activities and think that the banks have an important role
in this transformation. As a financial intermediary, you have the ability to create low-carbon
financial products that could help this transformation. That will become an important piece in the
contribution of the financial market (S3). However, S3 thinks that the European Commission’s
work with the EU green bond guidelines is too harsh. In the purposed guidelines, they state what
is considered sustainable forestry in a green bond. S3 thinks that if that will become the focus, the
transformation will not benefit from this.
There have been discussions about receiving a discount on the market value if the financial product
is ‘green’. S2 thinks that it will become the opposite. Financial products that are ‘green’ will become
the new normal, and the ‘brown’ financial products will become premium (S2). Maybe it is when
that happens, that low-carbon financial products will go from radical innovations and move up
into the financial regime. But before that happens, the niche innovation has to overcome the
stability of the regime. Or as one interviewee expressed:
“I do not know where that breakpoint goes, but it is only when the market hits that point that the
movement will happen. I think that the banks' role is now to create as many ‘green’ products as
possible and to do so in a sustainable manner.” – Strategical employee at the case company bank

5.3 Transition pathways towards a low-carbon economy
A possible transition within the financial industry towards a low-carbon economy is yet a mystery.
If a sustainability transition within the financial industry will happen, it is still in the early stages. It
will become a matter of timing and nature at all levels of the industry where different actors will
make their contribution. When stating the status quo of the financial industry from a multi-level
perspective, possible transition pathways become more imaginable at all levels. This could be
helpful when analysing how different actors could have an impact on the direction of the
development. In this section of the results and analysis chapter, the thesis strives to combine
empirical findings with the transition pathway framework. Different possible transition pathways
will be presented along with empirical findings that argue for or against development in that
direction. In table 11, possible transition pathways towards a low-carbon economy according to
the framework used in this thesis are presented.
When analysing barriers to the diffusion of a carbon-saving economy based on the findings, a
bureaucratic financial industry is revealed. The financial industry as a socio-technical regime has
shown to have a strong carbon-lock in. With the major part of the world’s assets located in carbonemission heavy infrastructure, an urgent climate crisis could be destructive for the economic
system. The case company bank has the majority of its loan portfolio secured in businesses that
are distinctively sensitive to climate changes. If climate change would increase in a short period of
time with an avalanche effect, it will change the landscape level radically. The pressure would lead
to an unstable regime with ‘windows of opportunities’ that could be openings for niche innovations
to break through the regime.
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A substitution pathway could have a possibility of taking advantage of the unstable regime, but that
would demand a strong niche innovation at the same time as the landscape puts pressure on the
regime. For the financial industry, this could happen through a sudden change in regulatory
requirements to regulations that favours low-carbon financial products. If a bank at that time has
a well-developed operation adjusted to a low-carbon economy, the bank could change the
dominant design within the regime. If low-carbon financial products do not have a strong
foundation at that time, the opportunity could disappear and create a vacuum. This would mean
that an escalating landscape pressure has triggered a dealignment of the regime leading to a
realignment and realignment transition pathway. For the financial industry, this could happen if, for
example, climate-related issues would become urgent. A critical state for the climate could lead to
a sudden stop of carbon-heavy activities. In that case, carbon-heavy investments would become
valueless and create a vacuum. Less urgent landscape pressure such as gradually climate change,
new regulations and new customer needs could enable a transformation pathway. As earlier stated,
actors within the financial industry have noticed a growing customer demand for more ‘green’
financial products. This is a part of a widely-spread climate awareness in the society where largescale movements have affected the social climate. If this landscape pressure would remain during
a period of time, a transformation pathway could reshape the existing regime. Incumbent actors
within the financial market would start to reshape the regime in a gradual transition towards a lowcarbon economy. If the landscape pressure that was shown from the empirical findings in this
thesis would decrease a possible transition could still appear. If actors with low-carbon financial
products would have a rapidly winning concept in the financial market, they could enable a
reconfiguration pathway. They would become add-ons to the existing regime and together with
incumbent actors change the architecture of the financial system.
The empirical finding from the interviews in this thesis argues for a strong landscape pressure.
Instead of disappearing, they will rather increase according to interviewees. They see an attitude
change among actors within the regime that appears to stay long-term. One part of the attitude
change can be identified in the public debate were climate threats are becoming a more accepted
phenomenon. This has also started to be reflected in stricter regulatory requirements related to the
financial industry and climate change. The identified landscape pressure on the financial industry
could indicate that a transition pathway with a strong landscape pressure is a possible outcome.
The niche-level of the financial industry as showed to be under development based on the findings
from the interviews. The case company bank experienced a great interest from customers when
they issued their green bond. This calls for further development of ‘green’ financial products as
niche innovations in a possible transition pathway.
Another finding from the interviews in this thesis is that the financial industry regime is quite stable
in its current status quo. As the current status quo has the majority of its investments in carbonheavy activities, a strong carbon lock-in can be observed. The carbon lock-in within the financial
industry could be seen as a barrier for a possible transition towards a low-carbon economy (Unruh,
2002). In a possible transition pathway towards a low-carbon economy, this could create major
tensions between different levels of the multi-level perspective. The strong carbon lock-in and the
strong landscape pressure, together they intensify the tensions and could become a critical factor
in a possible transition Furthermore, a analyse of the findings in this thesis are hard to use when
trying to predict a possible transition pathway. To predict the future becomes highly speculative
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and is hard to state based on the scope of this thesis. It is also hard to state one single possible
transition pathway as a transition could occur through shifts between different pathways presented
in table 11 (Geels et al., 2016). The transition may have one direction at one point but change
direction as the transition develops.
Transition pathway

Actors

Technologies

Rules and institutions

(1) Substitution

New financial firms with
low-carbon financial
products replace financial
incumbents

Low-carbon financial
products substituting
existing investments in
high-carbon activity

Rules within the existing
regime will have to
become adjusted to lowcarbon financial products

(2) Transformation

Financial incumbents
adjust their business
towards low-carbon
investments

Incremental
improvements towards
low-carbon financial
products

Limited institutional
change as the regime is
slowly transforming

(3) Reconfiguration

Collaboration between
financial incumbents and
new financial firms with
low-carbon financial
products

Low-carbon financial
products become add-ons
to new combinations of
investments

A more substantial
change as new forms of
products changes some of
the rules

(4) De-alignment and
re-alignment

Financial incumbents
collapse from landscape
pressure: climate change,
new laws or radical
change in customer need

As investments in highcarbon activity become
valueless, it leaves space
for low-carbon financial
products

Institutions are disrupted
by shocks and eventually
replaced with rules
adjusted to low-carbon
financial products

Table 12 - Possible transition pathways towards a low-carbon economy according to the framework adapted from Geels
(2016).
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6. Discussion
This chapter will present the answers to SRQ1, SRQ2 and Main RQ based on the empirical findings in this thesis.
Firstly, the two sub-research questions will be answered, which will help in answering the main research question.

6.1 SRQ1 - The loan portfolio
SRQ1: What is the carbon footprint of a bank's loan portfolio, and how can it be affected by different strategical
actions from the bank?
The calculated carbon footprint of the case company bank’s loan portfolio has shown implications
on to what extent money from a bank’s operation can affect their climate impact. Based on the
IPCC Guidelines on land-use emissions and uptake and the available data from the case company
bank, this thesis got the result of 8 million tonnes up-take of carbon dioxide. From a climate change
perspective, this is a positive value as the uptake of carbon dioxide decreases the greenhouse gas
effect. However, this value can be hard to compare with other calculations on the carbon footprint,
as it demands that the compared value has to have the same premises as the calculations in this
thesis. Another aspect of the total carbon footprint in this thesis is that there are categories of
carbon sources that are not incorporated in this value. For example, on the properties that these
calculations involve, there are activities like energy consumption that is not incorporated in this
value. If the scope of the calculated carbon footprint of the loan portfolio would be changed, this
could affect the value. More emission sources incorporated in the calculations would decrease the
carbon uptake. Instead, the total value could become an emission source and have a negative net
effect on climate change.
The sensitivity analysis showed that an increase of the lending to forestry with 1% of the land each
year, there was a substantial impact on the loan portfolio’s carbon footprint. An increase of 1% for
20 years resulted, in an increase in the carbon uptake with approximately 2,5 million tonne carbon
dioxides. An increase of 2% of the forestry land area each year over a period of 20 years resulted,
in an increase of the carbon uptake with approximately 5,5 million tonne carbon dioxides. A
decrease of 1% of the forestry land area each year over a period of 20 years, increased the carbon
emission of approximately 2 million tonne carbon dioxides. These results indicate that by managing
strategical actions for the loan portfolio, the bank could affect their climate impact. A potential
problem with increasing the loan portfolio with forestry land by 1, 2 or -1% each year is the
exponential effect. By the year 2039, an increase with 2 % forestry land is 30 % of the forestry land
of the year 2019. This would mean that the customers to the case company bank would have to
increase their land with forestry or that the bank has to acquire new customers with forestry. To
expand the loan portfolio to that extent demands a market with that type of opportunities, and that
might not be the case on the marker where the bank is operating.
It is worth mentioning, once again, that these calculations should be seen as visualisations of the
bank’s impact on the loan portfolio’s carbon footprint and not as managerial implications. These
calculations could only indicate something about the land-use of the mortgage collateral in the loan
portfolio, and nothing about the global carbon emissions. This makes the calculations in some
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areas miss leading. Just like carbon markets, the possible decrease in emissions will move to another
source instead of a decrease in total. This does not solve the actual problem with climate change,
it just moves it elsewhere. A potential client that wants to loan money from the bank to a carbon
emission source will have the ability to go to another bank. It might be a positive carbon footprint
effect for the specific bank that does not lend the money, but it does not solve the problem with
carbon emissions. This is something that will be important to consider when applying the results
to the bigger picture.
Although this study implies how a bank that is operating in the agricultural and forestry industry
can affect its carbon footprint by its loan portfolio, this may not apply to other actors within the
financial industry that do not operate in the same field. Other banks with a more general loan
portfolio may not have the same opportunities as the case company bank, which makes the result
hard to apply to other banks. However, the results in this thesis could be interpreted as a message
to actors within the financial industry, saying that it is possible to impact the carbon footprint.
Despite this, it is worth mentioning that this study did also find that it could be hard for an actor
within the financial industry to reject a certain activity due to competitive market forces.

6.2 SRQ2 – The bank
SRQ2: What role does a bank have in a sustainability transition within the financial industry towards a low-carbon
economy?
The banking sector has a central and leading role in the dynamically stable regime of the financial
industry. Banks have a lot of power because of the huge amount of money that circulates in their
systems. They could use this power in a sustainability transition to the extent that the surrounding
allows. From a multi-level perspective, they can generate change within the regime. As incumbent
actors, such as banks, are already incorporated in the socio-technical regime, which could make
them more slow-moving in a development. Banks do also have, unlike other actors, stricter
requirements from demanding regulations that make them slow-moving and bureaucratic. Another
fact that weakens the bank's role in a sustainability transition is the fact that they have a high
number of smaller customers. This makes it difficult for them to handle climate issues regarding
every single customer. To make the transition towards a low-carbon economy within the bank
would demand a lot of effort and could become very cost demanding.
As this study has the perspective of a member-owned bank, the findings were affected by this. A
member-owned bank has a slightly different focus in their business than, for example, a commercial
retail bank listed on the stock market. In the long run, a shareholder-owned bank will have a greater
focus on generating profit for the shareholders. A member-owned bank, on the other hand, can
focus on the long-term perspective and a greater variety of development areas such as sustainability.
This is because the power is equally divided between the members. However, a member-owned
bank can be slow moving as a change in in the government of the bank has to be agreed by a larger
number of members, than in a shareholder-owned bank. This could indicate that a member-owned
bank could contribute to a sustainability transition to a greater extent than other actors. Their longterm perspective and their less profit focused perspective has a good fit with the definition of a
sustainability transition. However, such a large-scale transformation is unfair and unrealistic to
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place at one single actor. It is more likely that common standards within the financial industry could
make ‘green’ or low-carbon financial products to the new normal. These means that actors within
an industry with a high level of competition have to open up for cooperation. In a more digitised
and global financial industry, banks do also have to work together across the competition and
develop common standards.
Another part of a bank’s role in a sustainability transition towards a low-carbon economy seems to
focus on the development of low-carbon products. By offering a broader variety of low-carbon
products, the banks will delegate some of the responsibility and options to the customers. The
customers will then be able to contribute to a sustainability transition within the financial industry
towards a low-carbon economy to a greater extent than before. However, the bank’s role will still
incorporate the responsibility to inform the customers about the climate effect a financial product
could and should generate. This entails transparency and commitment from the bank.

6.3 Main RQ – The financial industry
Main RQ: What actions can enable a sustainability transition within the financial industry and unlock the
transition towards a low-carbon economy?
One can truly see forces moving towards a low-carbon economy when studying the financial
industry from a macro perspective. But on the contrary, strong lock-in effects are holding this
transition back. So, when answering the question of what actions that can enable a sustainability
transition within the financial industry, the answer will have a lot of different dimensions. There is
no exact answer to the question, and the answer becomes highly speculative. However, one thing
that could be concluded from the findings in this thesis is that the carbon lock-in effect within the
financial regime is strong and has deep roots in different trajectories. The identified landscape
pressure on the regime has shown to be strong, and there are indications that this will intensifies.
Attitude change within the society, new regulations and climate change triggers tensions within the
carbon-heavy financial industry. These tensions could be seen as opportunities for change. Some
argue that barriers for a low-carbon transition can only delay the transition towards a new dominant
design and not fully defeat them. If the tensions within the regime would increase, it could trigger
movements towards a low-carbon economy.
As earlier mentioned, there are forces both from a landscape level and from niche levels in the
shape of new regulatory, new customer demands, actual climate change, emerging ‘green’ financial
products and a diversity of ‘green’ actors. But the transition does somehow lack of power in a
common force. Generally, there is also a lack of common terminology around the low-carbon
economy phenomena. Collaboration between competitors and between industries could make the
force more united but relies on the willingness of actors to open up. There are some indications
that regulatory change is the most effective action within the financial industry, in some cases, the
only action. This has mainly to do with the intense stability of the regime that this highly regulated
industry has. But regulation has sometimes shown to be destructive in already working markets.
By taking advantages of tensions within the financial industry, new trajectories within the financial
regime could be shaped.
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When discussing possible transition pathways for a sustainability transition within the financial
industry and actions that could trigger this, it could be helpful to state hypothetical cases. For
example, on a niche-level, a strong niche innovation such as a radical low-carbon financial actor
could move up in the regime and develop a dominant design. However, this could be a rather
unlikely outcome as the regime is strong, which demands a lot from a niche innovation when
creating this action. Another example that could be more likely with a strong regime are actions
within the regime level. Incumbent actors could systematically, and step-by-step change their
operation towards a more low-carbon business. A third example is actions on a landscape level.
The landscape pressure could evolve with an avalanche effect, such as large-scale climate crisis.
That type of action would be out of any actors control and could be hard to predict.
Another aspect of the analyse in this thesis is the fact that sustainability transitions are long-term,
multi-dimensional and fundamental. If the financial industry would change the focus from
economic profit to a more climate-friendly economy as a target, the change could impact deep
roots within the industry. The structure of targeting economic profit has deep roots in the history
and culture of the financial industry. There might be some solutions in action to change the
perspective to a more long-term change. This could also be helpful as it could provide space for
the timing and nature of actions that are important aspects when analysing socio-technical
transition pathways.
By summarising the findings in this study, the actions that could enable a sustainability transition
within the financial industry seems to be a collection of many different transition pathways. By
remaining the landscape pressure and the development of niche innovations, a long-term
sustainability transition seems imaginable. By collecting the forces of regulatory work along with
collaboration among incumbent actors and increasing development of new low-carbon financial
products, there is positive movement. With patience and an attitude change, the financial industry
can see a sustainability transition in the horizon.
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7. Conclusions
This chapter will start by summarising the scope of this thesis. This will be followed by a presentation of the main
findings in this thesis. After this, theoretical findings will be commented as well as recommendations for further
research.
Main findings
The purpose of this study was to investigate a possible sustainability transition towards a lowcarbon economy within the financial industry from a Swedish bank’s perspective. When aiming to
fulfil this purpose, this study has contributed to a vast mapping of the financial industry through a
macro perspective. This has contributed to a deeper understanding of how a transition in the
financial industry could be shaped. It has also added new dimensions of sustainability aspects to a
bureaucratic industry. In an industry that often revolves around economic profit, a carbon footprint
measurement could reshape the definition of success. However, there is still a long way ahead
before a transition can be made in such a bureaucratic world, such as the financial industry.
It can be hard to compare the findings from the calculations in this thesis with other calculations
on carbon footprint, due to different scopes incorporated in the calculations. Even though the
exact value of the carbon footprint of the case company bank’s loan portfolio in this thesis could
be hard to use, the effect of changed variables could be interesting. A sensitivity analysis performed
in this study showed that by changing the land area of forestry used as collateral for the loan
portfolio, there was a significant change in the total carbon footprint. This indicates that a bank
that is lending money to a carbon uptake or emission activity could affect their contribution to
climate change. However, actors within the financial industry still have to cope with factors like
regulations and competitive advantage, which could make their carbon footprint to a secondary
issue.
Within the financial industry in Sweden, a bank could play a central role and have a lot of power
as they are the primary source of loan providers to the public. Despite this power, they are
bureaucratic and slow-moving actors. When analysing a bank from a multi-level perspective, it is
embedded with a stable socio-technical regime. This has mainly to do with the fact that a bank in
Sweden is highly regulated by authorities. This does also make it hard for new entrants and niche
innovations to move up into the regime of the financial industry. With this in mind, it could be
more likely for incumbent change within the regime when aiming to unlock a sustainability
transition towards a low-carbon economy. The case company bank in this thesis is a memberowned bank and does not have large shareholders to adjust to. Large shareholders in a listed bank
tend to focus on economic profit. This could make a member-owned bank to a better match when
aiming to study sustainability transition that requires a long-term and broad perspective, rather than
economic profit.
To enable a sustainability transition within the financial industry towards a low-carbon economy,
there is a need for collaboration between actors. Actors within the financial industry have to
develop more ‘green’ financial products in their offering to customers. There is also a need for
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common standards related to ‘green’ finance when aiming to enable and developing new regime
stabilities. This could make ‘green’ finance to the new normal. Both collaborations between actors
and the development of ‘green’ financial products could be analysed as change on a regime level.
In an analyse of the financial industry from a multi-level perspective, this study could identify an
intensified landscape pressure in the shape of climate change, new regulations and new customer
needs. With this strong landscape pressure combined with a strong carbon lock-in creates tensions
within the regime. The empirical findings in this thesis, all together, indicated that a possible
sustainability transition within the financial industry is likely to be a combination of shifts between
transition pathways. A possible sustainability transition has to be long-term in order to affect the
deep roots of the bureaucratic financial industry. The empirical findings in this thesis did also notice
that the power for a possible sustainability transition has started to intensify within the industry,
but that the powers have to become united and more systematic in order to create movement.
Theoretical findings
The multi-level perspective and the sustainability perspective have shown to be a grateful tool in
the aim to investigate the sustainability transition within the financial industry towards a low-carbon
economy. The financial industry has shown to have a clear socio-technical regime that is easy to
define. The sustainability transition perspective has proved to be a refreshing and useful tool in an
industry that revolves around money and profit. The multi-level perspective revealed tensions
between different multi-levels that could be critical in a possible socio-technical transition.

7.4 Further research
In further research, the investigated area would benefit from analysing the relation between the
carbon footprint and money. This could be helpful in the aim to fully understand the carbon
emission effect a bank can manage. It would also be interesting to explore a deeper collaboration
between actors in the financial market in the aim to move the transition forward towards a lowcarbon economy. A common standard around low-carbon financial products is another area that
would benefit from a deeper investigation and could contribute to a possible sustainability
transition. As earlier mentioned, the calculations in this thesis had shortcomings. In order to make
the results valuable in a larger picture, it could be useful to expand the scope of the calculations. If
the calculations would include more sources of possible carbon emissions, they could become more
comparable to other calculations. It would also be interesting to perform a sensitivity analysis on a
loan portfolio were other variables where changed.
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9. Appendices
9.1 Appendix I - Calculations based on the IPCC Guidelines
The calculations of annual GHG emissions and removals in this thesis was performed on the land
use of specific land areas spread out in Sweden. The calculations did only incorporate Tier 1 from
the Agriculture, Forestry and Other Land-Use (AFOLU) sector in IPCC Guidelines Volume 4.
The chapters that were used in Volume 4 was: Chapter 2 (Generic methodologies applicable to
multiple land-use categories), Chapter 4 (Forestry land), Chapter 5 (Cropland), Chapter 6
(Grassland), Chapter 8 (Settlements) (IPCC, 2006).
The input data were collected from the case company bank presented in this thesis. The data
incorporated the amount of land area that the bank has as collateral in their loan portfolio. The
land area was divided into four different categories based on the use of the specific land area. The
four different categories were: Forestry land, Cropland and Grassland. The forestry land area was
also divided into two different climate zones based on recommendations from the IPCC
Guidelines. The climate zones that the forestry land was divided into was: Boreal coniferous forest
(Ba) and Temperate continental forest (TeDc) (IPCC, 2006).
Gases:
Conversation factor
C to CO2
3,67
Table Conversation factors - Conversation factors for tonne C emissions converted to tonne
carbon dioxide.

Forestry land
The annual biomass increase was calculated using equation 2.7, 2.9 and 2.10. All numbers, except
the land area, were taken from tables in the IPCC Guidelines, see Table Biomass.
Δ-N = Δ-@ − Δ-3
Equation 2.7 (IPCC, 2006)
Δ-@ = P AQ,R ∗ ST59;: Q,R ∗ -UQ,R
Q,R

Equation 2.9 (IPCC, 2006)
ST59;: = P SV ∗ (1 + X)
Equation 2.10 (IPCC, 2006)
Variable
CF
Gw1
Gw2
R1
R2

Number
0,47
3
6
0,24
0,29

IPCC Table
4.3
4.9
4.9
4.4
4.4
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Table Biomass - Numbers used in the equations taken from tables in Volume 4 (IPCC, 2006)
The annual biomass loss was calculated using equation 2.12. All numbers, except the land area,
were taken from tables in the IPCC Guidelines, see table Biomass Loss.

Δ-3 = Z ∗ [-\U] ∗ (1 + X) ∗ -U
Equation 2.12 (IPCC, 2006)
Variable
Number
IPCC Table
CF
0,47
4.3
R1
2
4.9
R2
4
4.9
BCEFR1
0,59
4.5
BCEFR2
0,83
4.5
Table Biomass Loss - Numbers used in the equations taken from tables in Volume 4 (IPCC, 2006)
The annual change in Organic forest soil C stocks was calculated by multiplying the carbon fraction
in table Soil C with the specific land area.
Variable
Number
IPCC Table
CF1
0,16
4.6
CF2
0,41
4.6
Table Organic Soil C - Numbers used in the equations taken from tables in Volume 4 (IPCC, 2006)

Cropland
The equation 2.24 was used to calculate the annual change in cropland soil C stocks.
Δ-^5Q:8 = Δ-_Q<76;: − Δ-26`;<Qa
Equation 2.24 (IPCC, 2006)
The annual change in cropland Mineral soil C stocks was calculated by using equation 2.25. All
numbers, except the land area, were taken from tables in the IPCC Guidelines, see table Mineral
Soil C.
bc-D − bc-DET
Δ-_Q<76;: =
d
bc- = P(bc-]e1 ∗ U34 ∗ U_@ ∗ Uf ∗ A)
a,8,Q

Equation 2.25 (IPCC, 2006)
Variable
SOCref1

Number
50

IPCC Table
2.3
54

SOCref2
34
2.3
Flu1
0,8
5.5
Fmg1
1 and 1,02
5.5
F1.1
1 and 1,34
5.5
Flu2
0,8
5.5
Fmg2
1 and 1,02
5.5
F1.2
1 and 1,34
5.5
D
20
Table Mineral Soil C - Numbers used in the equations taken from tables in Volume 4 (IPCC, 2006)
The annual change in cropland Organic soil C stocks was calculated by multiplying the carbon
fraction in table Organic Soil C with the specific land area.
Variable
Number
IPCC Table
CF
5
5.6
Table Organic Soil C - Numbers used in the equations taken from tables in Volume 4 (IPCC, 2006)

Grassland
The equation 2.24 was used to calculate the annual change in grassland soil C stocks.
Δ-^5Q:8 = Δ-_Q<76;: − Δ-26`;<Qa
Equation 2.24 (IPCC, 2006)
The annual change in grassland Mineral soil C stocks was calculated by using equation 2.25. All
numbers, except the land area, were taken from tables in the IPCC Guidelines, see table Mineral
Soil C.
Δ-_Q<76;: =

bc-D − bc-DET
d

bc- = P(bc-]e1 ∗ U34 ∗ U_@ ∗ Uf ∗ A)
a,8,Q

Equation 2.25 (IPCC, 2006)
Variable
SOCref1
SOCref2
Flu1
Fmg1
F1.1
Flu2
Fmg2

Number
50
34
1
0,95 and 1,14
1 and 1,11
0,8
0,95 and 1,14

IPCC Table
2.3
2.3
6.2
6.2
6.2
6.2
6.2
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F1.2
1 and 1,11
6.2
D
20
Table Soil C Mineral - Numbers used in the equations taken from tables in Volume 4 (IPCC, 2006)
The annual change in cropland Organic soil C stocks was calculated by multiplying the carbon
fraction in table Organic Soil C with the specific land area.
Variable
Number
IPCC Table
CF
0,25
6.3
Table Organic Soil C - Numbers used in the equations taken from tables in Volume 4 (IPCC, 2006)
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9.2 Appendix II – Interview templates

Interview questions – Customers to the case company bank
1. Background
- Tell me about your background in agriculture/forestry.
- How long have you been working with agriculture/forestry?
- How does your business look like today?
- Size / area of property / land
- Number of animals
- Production units per year
- Geographical location
- How does your involvement appear within Landshypotek Bank?
- Do you have any involvement within the industry, except Landshypotek?
- What issue within the industry are you most passionate about?
2. Agriculture/forestry - The business, industry and challenges
- How does a typical year look like for an agriculture/forestry producer?
- What factors are crucial for an agriculture/forestry producer when aiming to get a
good business year?
- What factors in the business are the most costly?
- How do you perceive the profitability of agriculture/forestry producers in
Sweden today?
3. Climate change and sustainability - Agriculture/forestry
- How do you perceive that agriculture/forestry production in Sweden has been
affected by climate change until today?
- How do you think agriculture/forestry production in Sweden will be affected by
climate change in the future?
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- Do you see any trends regarding the management of sustainability issues in
agriculture/forestry production in Sweden?
- Do you think that today's agriculture/forestry production in Sweden will have to
change its operations to become more sustainable in the future?
- If yes, how?

Interview questions - Experts on carbon footprint calculations
1. Briefly tell what you are doing at SLU.
2. How do you work connected to calculations of emissions and uptake of greenhouse gases?
3. What is important to consider when calculating the land-use carbon footprint when aiming to
obtain reasonable values?
4. What calculation method would you recommend if you want to perform simpler calculations
and only have access to the number of hectares?
5. How reliable values do you get if you use values from tables in the IPCC's guidelines in
calculations for land-use in Sweden (e.g. carbon fraction, growth factor, etc.)?
6. If you divide calculations of the forest's carbon dioxide footprint in Biomass, Dead organic
material, Organic carbon in the soil and Other emissions. What category will have the largest
impact on the result in simpler calculations?
7. If you do not include forest fires in the calculations, what are the consequences on the final
value?
8. What significance do you think emissions and greenhouse gas emissions calculations will have
for companies in emission-intensive companies in the future?
10. What role do you think the forest will have in the future when talking about the carbon
footprint in Sweden and the rest of the world?

Interview questions - Strategical employees at the case company bank
1. Briefly describe your background and what you work within your role at Landshypotek Bank.
2. What general trends do you see in banking and finance and how does Landshypotek Bank
relate to these?
3. What trends do you see in banking and finance when it comes to dealing with climate issues?
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4. How do you think the climate debate will affect banks in the future?
5. Where does Landshypotek Bank stand in the climate debate?
6. How do you think climate change will affect Landshypotek Bank?
7. Does Landshypotek Bank see any risks with continued climate change?
8. Do you think that you can influence your customers' climate impact as a bank?
9. Do you think that major banks have a responsibility to handle climate-related issues?
10. How do you think regulations on climate reporting for banks will look like in the future?
11. Are there any advantages for the bank to handle climate issues related to the bank's
operations, even if authorities and laws do not require this?
12. How do you think Landshypotek Bank can contribute to a more sustainable financial market
in the future?
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